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INTRODUCTION

1. Introduction

The accelerating technical development enabled science to expand with an un-

precedented rate. New tools for acquiring knowledge resulted in a huge amount

of raw data to be interpreted and analyzed, especially in biological sciences. One

role of biological physics is to help process and interpret these new findings. Bio-

physicists face problems at various length-scales, from understanding the con-

formation changes in molecules to the collective motion of several hundreds of

animals.

At the cellular level, the interaction of macromolecules or other sub-cellular

components is a lively research area. Cell behavior emerges as the result of such

interactions and although the main cellular components are well known, the con-

nection between the sub-cellular and cellular behavior is often obscure. Both

molecular and cell biology can benefit from the use of modeling when testing

hypotheses explaining the emergence of cellular function. The collective behav-

ior of several cells is, perhaps, another step further from understanding, and the

long-term goal is to understand embryonic development.

During development, the structures in the body arise from smaller-scale par-

ticipants through either local interactions and self-organization, or by a genetic

preset program. A good example of such a genetic hard-wiring are the HoX genes

responsible for the patterning of the head-tail axis, including vertebral column

segmentation [82, 74]. HoX genes are located in the genome in a strictly defined

sequence and are expressed in this order during body-axis formation. This way

they define, for instance, segmentation of the hindbrain and the vertebrae, or in

drosophila, the body segments of the insect. Several experiments showed, that

when a HoX gene is knocked out, the corresponding body part is missing from

the animal causing severe to lethal deficiencies (see for example Lufkin et al.

[51], Mark et al. [55], Chisaka and Capecchi [8]). These systems are more rigid

compared to the self-organized ones, where the rules encoding the pattern are em-

bedded in each individual sub-component and the emerging structure is the result

of a collective behavior.

Vasculogenesis, the emergence of a vascular network in warm blooded ani-

mals, is one of the problems in developmental biology where our understanding
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seems to be within reach: it occurs in a relatively simple anatomical environment

and involves only a single cell type. Besides being a candidate model system for

understanding cellular self-organization, the vascular network is of fundamental

medical and biological importance: it is functional even before it is completed

and it’s rearrangement (angiogenesis) carries on throughout life. The vasculature

is one of the most dynamic organs in warm blooded animals.

The focus of this work on understanding the important mechanisms and cell-

level behavior that gives rise to vasculogenesis. The outline is as follows: a brief

overview of motile cell properties is followed by describing the vasculogenesis

process. After the methods section, three major biological aspects of vasculogen-

esis is studied: specialized cell-cell interactions, directional persistence of cellular

motion and inhomogeneity of the cell population.

In section 3. the emergence of multicellular networks is presented and an-

alyzed in different biological environments. Based on the empirical evidence,

a phenomenological hypothesis on cellular behavior is constructed, suggesting

that cells prefer elongated neighbors or structures to round, isotropic ones. Two,

widely applied cell-level models are introduced to test the behavior of such cells.

The emergence of network-like structures in even these simple models is in good

agreement with the observations, although some aspects are not satisfying. An

important feature, sprout formation, has a time course substantially different from

the experiments.

Section 4. deals with one of the most important cellular feature missing from

the simple models presented in the previous section. Self-propulsion of endothe-

lial cells is studied in high density cultures, where cellular streams are apparent.

These few cells wide and tens of cells long streams form and disappear at random

positions, creating vortices. Neighboring streams often move in opposite direc-

tions, creating regions with high shear or “shear-lines”. Implementing a coupled

system of cell polarity and self-propulsion in one of the above models readily

reproduces the streams.

Sprouting is studied in detail in section 5.. Based on biological observations,

a motile cell with a large persistence length is distinguished in the model. Sprouts

are formed by this “leader” cell pulling others from a cell aggregate. Applying the

preferential attachment hypothesis for the cells, realistic sprouts are reproduced.
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With this complete model the most important observed features of vasculogenesis,

and network formation in general, are described.

1.1. Cell motility

In this study the behavior of individual cells is modeled. A brief summary of the

relevant biological aspects is provided in this section.

Cells are self-contained living units that metabolize and reproduce, and are

covered by a lipid membrane that acts as a two-dimensional fluid layer [81]. The

mechanical stability of cells is provided by three scaffolding systems within the

cell: the actin, microtubule (MT) and intermediate filamental systems, that to-

gether make up the cytoskeleton. Although the exact role of the individual sys-

tems is not yet clear, the actin and MT scaffolds are important in cell motion,

besides their many other functions, such as signaling or trafficking within the cell.

Both systems are made up of long polymer filaments that are constantly being

re-generated through an active, energy consuming process. The plasticity of the

cytoskeleton is controlled by the rate of synthesis and de-polymerization of these

filaments.

Microtubules are stiff cylinders built from tubulin dimers, radially organized

in the cell by the microtubule organizing center (or MTOC), located near the cell

nucleus (fig. 1). The actin system is built up of flexible polymers (filamental actin)

of (globular) actin monomers (fig. 2). Under certain circumstances, the filaments

may be organized in highly ordered, parallel bundles, and are used to construct

stress fibers (through the activity of Rho proteins) or long poles, filopodia, for

exploring the surrounding environment. The other typical form of actin is a brush-

like mesh, called lamellipodia, used for creating wide, highly fluctuating lobes in

front of the moving cell. This spatially extended form is created by branches

forking off the filaments, seeded by the Arp2/3 protein complex.

Physical contact and force-transduction towards the environment is created

through adhesion complexes: macromolecular structures anchored in the cell’s

membrane. The active adhesion sites are connected to the cytoskeleton through

adaptor molecules within the cell, and to the sites of other cells or certain extracel-

lular molecules, on the outside. The molecular constitution of these sites defines
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Figure 1: Microtubules are polymerized from tubulin hetero-dimer proteins (A).

The dimers attach together in protofilaments (B) that form cylinders, called mi-

crotubules (C). These stiff tubes are organized centrally by the microtubule or-

ganizing center (MTOC), normally located near the nucleus (D). Besides other

functions, microtubules provide mechanical stability and intracellular transport

with the help of associated motor proteins. Image from Howard and Hyman [40].
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Figure 2: Filamental actin (F-actin) is polymerized from globular actin (G-actin)

monomers. Actin plays a crucial role in pushing the cell membrane forward at

the leading edge: panel A shows actin (red) accumulation at the front of a cell.

In this region, F-actin is mainly organized into a space filling brush-like structure

(B and C). Branching is initiated by the Arp2/3 complex and the polymerization

is controlled through blocking by caps, de-polymerization and recycling free G-

actin by recycler molecules. Actin can be organized into different forms: at the

leading edge, the brush-like structure (C) resists compression (red arrows) and

parallel fibers (D) constitute long filopodia; under the cell membrane, “cortical”

actin filaments are crosslinked into an isotropic mesh (E) surrounding the whole

cell, to carry load (green arrows) in all directions uniformly; filaments in parallel

bundles inside the cell coupled with myosin motor protein structures (F) are able

to conduct forces generated by the actin-linked myosin motor proteins. Image

from Fletcher and Mullins [20].
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their function, for instance: cadherins are transmembrane proteins typically con-

necting two cells, integrins typically anchor a cell to a specific peptide (RGD)

in the extracellular matrix (ECM). The ECM is a heterogeneous, interconnected

mesh of macromolecular chains produced and assembled by the cells. One of

the main functions of the ECM is to provide a scaffold for movement, but it also

plays an important role in directing and signaling cells. Its physical and signaling

properties are set by its biochemical composition.

Besides adhesion sites, other cellular contacts are present that serve as an in-

formation channel: specific ligands binding to their cell-surface receptors can ini-

tiate several complex mechanisms within the cell, triggering responses ranging

from the change in the electric potential to the production of new proteins or even

cell death. This way cells are able to respond to their environment, by for example

initiating movement towards higher concentrations of certain molecules (chemo-

taxis) or stiffer environments, substrates (durotaxis).

Cell movement is a complex and highly regulated action. The forces for dis-

placing the cell body are created by myosins pulling actin filaments relative to

each other in stress fibers that are anchored between adhesion sites (fig. 3) [48].

This contractile force pulls the environment through the adhesion sites and cre-

ates the traction force. The forward movement of the cell membrane is thought to

be activated by the small GTPase complex, Rac1, at the leading edge, by activat-

ing the Arp2/3 complex to provide new actin nucleation sites. The Rac1-Arp2/3

cascade eventually results in a local increase in actin polymerization, pushing

the plasma membrane forward to create a lamellipodium [53, 75]. In the newly

formed lamellipodium, new adhesion sites attach to the environment and are con-

nected to the cytoskeleton. In the rear of the cells, adhesions sites are dismantled

and the cell body is de-attached from the surroundings by the pull of the stress

fibers.

The frontal growth area and the rear, where adhesion sites have to be decom-

posed, are clearly distinguished by their biochemical composition [71, 75]; in

other words: the cell is polarized. It is not yet clear, however, what is the exact

molecular mechanism for this process: the best documented front - rear polar-

ization mechanisms involve either the mutual inhibition of Rac and Rho activity

[75, 61], and/or the accumulation and segregation of the phosphatidyl-inositol
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Figure 3: Cell motion is accomplished by the coordination of several processes:

membrane protrusions through enhanced actin polymerization and new adhesions

forming at the front, stress fibers providing tension in the cell body, and detach-

ment of adhesion at the rear. Image from Lauffenburger and Horwitz [48].
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Figure 4: Biochemical composition of the front and rear of a moving cell differs.

At the front of the cell, PIP3 is accumulated in the membrane and high levels of

active Rac result in the increase of actin polymerization. At the rear and sides of

the cell, PIP2 is present in the membrane and stress fibers are formed as a result

of Rho activity. Adhesion complexes form on the front and de-attach at the rear.

PIP2 and PIP3 components in the cell membrane [53, 30] (fig. 4). Through posi-

tive feedback loops, both the Rac/Rho and PIP2/PIP3 systems are able to amplify

slight spatial differences in upstream inputs and even develop a spontaneous po-

larity [53, 30]. This amplification of presumably random receptor activity and the

related spontaneous symmetry breaking could explain the onset of spontaneous

cell motility in a homogeneous environment.

1.2. Vasculogenesis

In warm blooded animals, the vasculature is formed at an early stage of embryo

development, in a region, where only three cellular layers are present. First a

polygonal network of endothelial cells, the primary vascular plexus is formed

(fig. 5), which later evolves and continuously adapts to meet the ever-changing

demands of the organism, throughout a lifetime. The role of the vasculature is

not only to serve the metabolic needs of other organs and tissues, but also to

enhance communication between distant parts of the body by convecting signaling

molecules or even cells.
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Figure 5: Primary capillary plexus in the quail embryo, the first network formed

by endothelial cells. Arrowheads indicate sprout tips. Image from Drake and

Little [15].

The emergence of the primary vascular network from individual cells or cell

clusters is termed vasculogenesis. The network spans the whole of the embryo and

connects to the outer source of nutrients, be it the vasculature of the mother, or

the yolk of the egg. However large the network may be, in warm blooded animals

vasculogenesis is now thought to be a self-organized pattern of the endothelial

cells, in opposition with the pre-patterned or genetically programmed patterning

observed for example in zebrafish [103].

The process is studied in various animal models, including mouse and birds

(chicken and quail). Bird embryos are experimentally more accessible and due to

the discovery of a QH1 antibody [70], the quail model became a frequently used

one. The QH1 antibody specifically binds to a cell surface epitope on endothe-

lial cells of the quail, making it possible to follow the emerging vasculature by

immuno-staining.

Vasculogenesis takes place after gastrulation, when the top germlayer pen-

etrates the space between the two epithelial sheets through the primitive streak

(fig. 6), creating a middle layer, the mesoderm. The central region of the meso-

derm gives rise to the (intra-) embryonic tissue, whereas tissue outside of this
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Figure 6: The anatomy of the bird embryo just before the onset of vasculogenesis.

The embryo consists of three disk-shaped germ layers, with the upper and lower

two enclosing the middle mesoderm, where the vasculature will emerge. The

outer rim of the disk is in contact with the underlying yolk and is named area

opaca (a.o.) after its opaque quality. The embryo itself is forming in the center

region of the disks, the area pellucida (a.p., clear window), where the layers are

separated from the yolk. The mesoderm is formed by cells entering into the space

between the endoderm and epiblast through the primitive streak (p.s.), a process

called gastrulation. At the end of the primitive streak towards the future head

(marked by H) a specialized region forms, called Hensen’s node (H.n.). This

region is shifting towards the future tail (T) on the body axis and somites are

formed in its wake, that will give rise to vertebrae among other structures. During

this movement, vasculogenesis takes place on the two sides of the streak.

region is referred to as the extraembryonic. The two regions are optically distinct

under the microscope and are named area pellucida (clear window, intraembry-

onic) and area opaca (opaque window, extraembryonic) (fig. 7). Both regions

form vascular networks but typically in two different ways: in the extraembryonic

region precursor cells differentiate in cell-aggregates (blood-islands), and form

the network by mainly sprouting; in the intraembryonic part, however, no blood-

islands are seen, but individual cells emerge that connect into a network. Net-

works of the two regions fuse and later give rise to the embryonic blood-current

that transports nutrients from the yolk to the embryo.

The robustness of the patterning process is demonstrated by the high level

of similarity between the primary networks formed in different specimen. This
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Figure 7: A sketch of the pre-vascular bird embryo, viewed from the ventral

(belly) side. The embryo consist of three germ layers, circular in shape, with

the mid-line (notochord, n.c.) marking the body axis from the future head (H)

to the future tail (T), ending in the Hensen’s node (H.n.). In the intraembryonic

(area pellucida, a.p., white area), individual endothelial cells appear (open dots),

whereas in the area opaca (a.o., gray areas) blood islands form (filled dots). The

first air of somites are indicated (S).

similarity would imply the guidance of a hard-wired pre-pattern but the networks

are only statistically similar on a large scale, and nearly always differ on smaller

scales. The pre-pattern hypothesis can be excluded based on chick and quail graft

experiments of Poole and Coffin [73]: after a portion of one embryo is trans-

planted into an other region of a different embryo, cells adapt to their surround-

ings and assimilate into their new environment. Since the whole tissue has been

transplanted, we can exclude the genetic hard wiring as well as the environmental

pre-pattern hypothesis and assume a cell-level mechanism for self-organization

behind the process.

1.3. Models of vasculogenesis

Several attempts have been made to explain the emergence of the primary plexus,

from the early reaction-diffusion hypothesis of Alan Turing [93] to more sophisti-

cated models. With the development of the experimental techniques new, refined

models were constructed, focusing on the mechanisms suggested by the observa-

tions. In turn, models can help to stimulate questions of high importance for better
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understanding and suggest new experiments.

Technically, models for vasculogenesis can be divided into two main groups:

continuum and cell-based models. Continuum models describe cells in terms

of cell-density, with a dynamics specified by partial differential equations. One

strength of these models is that they can be treated analytically, as well as with

simulations. In cell-based models, cells are represented by one or more discrete

entities and the dynamics is defined by rules imposed on them. The discrete en-

tities may represent a whole cell, or a fraction of the cell, but do not necessar-

ily carry any specific biological function. These fractions typically represent a

volume fraction of a cell, as in for example the cellular Potts [33] or the sub-

cellular element model [66], but another recent model uses area-segments of the

cell-surface as subdivisions [6].

Depending on the scale of the phenomena to be modeled, both the continuum

or the agent-based model types might be valid to describe the mature vasculature.

In vasculogenesis, however, the forming pattern includes small details, compara-

ble to the cell size: the forming branches of the network are only a few cells wide.

Vasculogenesis is therefore on the verge of validity of continuous description. Due

to the rapid growth in computational power, recent models of vasculogenesis are

utilizing the discrete, cell based description of cells.

Chemotaxis models

It is known that most motile cells react to concentration gradients of certain molecules

such as growth factors, generally referred to as chemoattractants. The mechanism

is called chemotaxis. Even a slight difference in the concentration along the cell

perimeter can guide a cell towards the direction of higher concentration [36, 30].

Tumor cells, for instance, support their growing metabolic needs by producing

chemoattractants to attract sprouts from nearby vessels.

One of the most widespread models used for vasculogenesis is the chemotaxis

driven assembly. The main idea of this model is that cells are attracted by the

concentration gradient of a diffusing substance that is produced by the cells at a

certain rate. This substance provides the means to a long-range interaction through

which cells are able to navigate towards each other.
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A formulation of the chemotaxis model for vasculogenesis is given by Gamba

et al. [29], where cells are represented by cell density n(r, t), a continuous func-

tion, and velocities of the cells is given by the velocity field v(r, t). The concen-

tration of the chemoattractant is represented by c(r, t). The model assumes that (i)

cells are moving in the direction of the chemoattractant’s concentration gradient,

(ii) cells secrete the chemoattractant at a constant rate and (iii) the chemoattractant

diffuses and decays with constant rates. Formally:

∂n

∂t
+ Δ(nv) = 0, (1.1)

∂v

∂t
+ v(∇v) = κ∇c, (1.2)

∂c

∂t
= μ∇2c + αn − τ−1c, (1.3)

where the strength of chemotactic response is given by κ, and μ, α and τ are

the diffusion coefficient, the production rate and the characteristic decay time of

the chemoattractant, respectively. Initiated from homogeneous cell distribution,

polygonal networks of cells emerge (fig. 8). The system is adaptive, but the char-

acteristic size of the network continuously grows until reaching the final state:

one, compact cell aggregate.

A cell-based chemotaxis model was suggested by Merks et al. [58], based

on the cellular Potts model of Graner and Glazier [33]. In this two-dimensional

model (i) cells have an elastically pre-defined area and cell length, (ii) produce

a chemoattractant, (iii) move in the gradient direction of the chemotactic field,

which (iv) diffuses and decays with a constant rate. Here, cell elongation defines

the emerging pattern morphology: round cells simply form aggregates, whereas

elongated cells connect into a network. Thus, it seems, the final state of the

chemotactic models is different in discrete models, where an additional length

scale is introduced in the dynamics.

Cells in these networks, however, seem to be under compression. The concen-

tration gradient of the chemoattractant at the interface of cell clusters drives cells

inward and compresses the cluster. This process is balanced by the elastic com-

pressibility rule and is apparent from cell areas consistently below the equilibrium

value. The pressure creates an instability at the aggregate surface and results in
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Figure 8: Networks formed in the continuous chemotactic model of Gamba et al.

[29]. Initiating the model from homogeneous cell distribution, cellular networks

emerge at different cell densities: 50 (a), 100 (b), 200 (c) and 400 (d) cells/mm2.

Figure from Gamba et al. [29].

jets of cells erupting from the aggregate, providing biologically unrealistic sprout-

ing.

Another version of the chemotactic models inhibits chemotactic activity on

cell-cell contact surfaces [59]. The model is based on the same cellular Potts

model, but the cell length constraint is dropped. Cells in the model do not react to

the chemoattractant gradient, if they contact a neighbor cell in that direction. The

biological basis for this contact inhibition rule is the lack of filopodial extensions

on the contact surface of two cells. In this model, initially scattered cells connect

into a regular polygonal network with well defined pattern size.

Mechanical model

The observation, that cell aggregates pull on their substrate led to the develop-

ment of a mechanical model for vasculogenesis and cellular network formation in

general [54]. The model is based on the Murray-Oster mechanochemical theory

[63, 68], according to which cells are exerting traction force on the underlying

deformable substrate and are allowed to proliferate or die and produce different

18
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molecules affecting their behavior.

In the mechanical model for vasculogenesis [54], only the mechanical aspect

of the Murray-Oster theory is kept, thus cells exert forces on the substrate and

displace it together with other cells. This minimal mechanism creates networks

very similar to the ones produced by in vitro cells cultured on soft substrates.

Substrate malleability and traction strength of cells are crucial for the patterning

process.

The model has been further developed by Namy et al. [65]: cells actively mi-

grate in the direction of substrate gradients, a property called haptotaxis. In this

model the mechanical properties of the substrate are better fitted to the experimen-

tally used gels and pattern formation occurs even without significantly displacing

the substrate.

Although the emerging networks are reminiscent of the observed ones, exper-

imental evidence shows that during formation, the cell-sprouts are not necessarily

growing directly towards each other [77], which contradicts the purely mechani-

cal idea. Another contradicting factor is that cellular networks are able to form on

rigid substrates as well, suggesting that at least another mechanism is responsible

for this phenomenon.

A phenomenological model

A new approach to modeling vasculogenesis is presented in this study. Experi-

mental observations led to the assumption that cell motility is enhanced by the

close contact with elongated cellular structures. Hence, a model is constructed

in which cells preferentially attach to their elongated neighbors. In this model,

sprouts are initiated from the adhesive cluster of cells by either random, or per-

sistent movement of individual cells. Due to cellular adhesion, sprout leaders

assume an elongated shape and thus attract more cells into the forming sprout. As

shown later, under certain circumstances the assumption proves to be sufficient

for initiating and maintaining sprouts, leading to network formation.
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1.4. Cell based models

Particle model

When modeling cells, a simple model is beneficial for better understanding the

mechanisms acting in the background of its overall, phenomenological behavior

and therefore easing the comparison with real life. Probably the simplest way to

model moving objects is to represent them with points. When describing a cell,

a convenient choice to represent its position is with the cell’s center of mass and

its apparent total speed by a vector. The model is defined by the equations de-

scribing the motion of the individual objects and the interaction between them.

The interaction may involve pairwise attraction, repulsion or, for example, in-

teraction between the velocities. Usually, these interactions are represented as

pair-interactions and the net effect on a cell is the sum of the pair-interactions.

These effects can technically be handled as effective forces acting on the objects.

The forces, however, do not need to be actual, physical forces, they rather express

movement probabilities, since cell motion is definitely not a passive response to

external force.

The motion of the objects is iterated in discrete time-steps by calculating every

object’s new position and velocity; for object i:

ri(t + 1) = vi(t)Δt vi(t + 1) =
∑

j

fi,jΔt (1.4)

where ri(t) is the position, vi(t) is the velocity of object i, Δt is the discrete

time-step and fi,j is the effective interaction between the objects i and j. The

summation may involve all objects in globally interacting models.

To describe cells, the dynamics can be transformed to produce a stochastic,

persistent diffusion process presented in eq. 2.4. A similar model aiming to de-

scribe chemotacting cells is presented by Stokes et al. [85], where cells interact

with a concentration gradient as well. Transforming the chemotactic interaction

to describe general cellular interaction, the evolution of velocity is then written as

vi(t + Δt) = −vi(t)

τ
Δt +

√
2μ

τ
ξ +

∑
j

fi,jΔt (1.5)
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where τ describes the persistence time of the motion, μ is a diffusion parameter

and ξ is an uncorrelated noise. The coefficient of the random term is often writ-

ten as
√

α =
√

2μ/τ , where α represents the magnitude of random movement

accelerations.

This model is free from the complexity of describing the cellular shape which

makes it accessible and simple to characterize. However, in some cases it can be

important to describe the shape of the cell or enumerate its immediate neighbors.

For this end, the shape of the cell is usually derived from the Voronoi tessallation

of the configuration: the cell is considered to have the shape of its Voronoi cell,

and its contact neighbors are its Voronoi-neighbor cells.

Cellular Potts model

The cellular Potts model (CPM) was introduced by Graner and Glazier [33] to

describe cell sorting with the preferential adhesion hypothesis. The Potts model

is a generalization of the Ising model allowing multiple spin states. The CPM is a

modification of the Potts model, designed to describe cells.

The model is defined on a lattice. In this work the model is restricted to two

dimensions since the cell cultures that we model are planar as well. Cell configu-

rations are described by the integer value function σ defined on the lattice. Cells

are represented as simply connected domains, i.e., a set of adjacent lattice sites

sharing the same label σ, equal to the cell index i (0 < i ≤ N , where N is the

number of cells in the simulation). The shape of the cell free areas, designated by

σ = 0, is unconstrained.

Cell-cell adhesion, cell compressibility and cell boundary roughness are con-

trolled through a target function u, that evaluates configurations as

u =
∑

a,b:|a−b|=1

Jσ(a),σ(b) + λ

N∑
k=1

δA2
k. (1.6)

The first term in eq. 1.6 is a weighted sum of the length of cell-cell and cell-

medium boundaries. Formally, J(σ(a), σ(b)) is a ferromagnetic interaction be-

tween adjacent spins σ(a) and σ(b). The summation goes over adjacent lattice
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sites, and the Ji,j interaction matrix (0 ≤ i, j ≤ N) is given as

Ji,j =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

0, for i = j

α, for ij > 0 and i �= j (cell-cell boundary)

β, for ij = 0 and i �= j (free cell boundary).

(1.7)

The surface energy-like parameters α and β characterize cell-cell adhesions and

cell surface fluctuations in the model. The magnitude of these values determines

the roughness of cell boundaries: small magnitudes allow dynamic, long and

hence curvy boundaries, while large magnitudes restrict boundaries to straight

lines and thus freeze the dynamics. This correlation between measured surface

energies and cell surface roughness has been elegantly demonstrated with tumor

spheroids by Hegedüs et al. [38]. The parameter 2β − α specifies the preference

of cell-cell connections over cell-medium boundaries: free cell boundaries are

penalized for 2β > α [33].

The second term in eq. 1.6 is responsible for maintaining a target cell size.

The deviation of the i-th cell’s area from a specified target size is denoted by

δAi. Parameter λ define cell stiffness, and may depend on the measure of cell

elongation to reflect assumptions that elongated cells tend to be stiffer [106].

The use of a temperature-like parameter, as rule (3) of Glazier and Graner [32],

analogous to eq. 1.8 simply scales each CPM parameter α, β and λ by the tem-

perature, a constant, therefore it is omitted in this description. When comparing

this study with those that include a temperature in the simulations, the parameter

values presented in this study are to be compared with the corresponding values

divided by the temperature.

Cell movement consists of a series of elementary steps. Each step is an attempt

to copy the label value from a randomly chosen lattice site a to a randomly chosen,

but adjacent site b. This elementary step is executed with a probability p(a → b).

The probability assignment rule ensures the maintenance of a target cell size and

the adhesion of cells:

ln p(a → b) = min[0,−Δu(a → b) + w(a → b))], (1.8)
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where u is a goal function characterizing the configurations and w is an extension

introduced to contain terms directly assigned to the elementary step considered

(see later). The latter allows the specification of a broader spectrum of cellular

behavior and represents an extension to the original CPM of Graner and Glazier

[33]. The difference Δu(a → b) is obtained by evaluating u both at the current

configuration and at the configuration obtained after the elementary step a → b

has been applied. In addition, domains are required to remain simply connected

after each elementary step, thus cells do not break apart or form holes.

Since updating each lattice position takes more steps in a larger system, the

elementary step cannot be chosen as a unit of time. Instead, the usual choice for

time unit – the Monte Carlo step (MCS) – is L2 elementary steps, where L is the

linear system size.

As the behavior of cells is in many respect dissimilar to that of the medium, a

function χ is introduced to distinguish between the two:

χ(x) =

⎧⎨
⎩0, for σ(x) = 0

1, elsewhere
(1.9)

The models presented in this work were implemented in a suitably modified

version of the open-source CPM code of Merks et al. [58], freely available from

[56].

Although the CPM describes cellular motion in detail, one of its shortcomings

is the lack of transparency: parameters, such as surface contact energies are hard

to measure. Also, since cell level behavior is controlled through elementary steps,

complex and indirect rules are needed for the formulation of certain hypotheses.
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2. Methods

2.1. Empirical methods

Cell cultures

In vitro experiments with cell lines C6, C2C12, 3T3, and various endothelial cells

cultured on fibronectin, Matrigel or tissue culture plastic substrates were carried

out by my colleagues.

Substrates Fibronectin (Sigma) was incubated on TC plastic for 24 hours at

room temperature at 10 μg/ml concentration. EHS mouse sarcoma basement

membrane extract (Matrigel) was obtained from multiple sources: Becton Dick-

inson (Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA), R&D Systems (Minneapolis, MN, USA; sold

as Cultrex Basement Membrane Extract) and Cell Biolabs Inc. (San Diego, CA,

USA; sold as ECM gel, CBA200). The solutions were allowed to gel at 37 oC for

30 minutes yielding gels between 40 and 120 μm thickness.

Cells C6 glioma, C2C12 myoblast and fibroblast derived 3T3 cells were cul-

tured in DMEM (Sigma-Aldrich) with 10% (C6, 3T3) or 15% (C2C12) fetal calf

serum (Gibco, Csertex Ltd, Budapest, Hungary) at 37oC in a 5% CO2 atmosphere.

Bovine capillary endothelial (BCE, Veitonmaki et al. [98]) cells, primary bovine

aortic endothelial cells (BAEC’s) and human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HU-

VEC’s; Lonza, Basel, Switzerland) were propagated on TC substrates and then

transferred into a microscope-mounted incubator to record their motility on a va-

riety of ECM substrates.

BAEC’s were isolated from bovine aorta as described in Twal et al. [94] and

cultured in M199 medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 10

ng/ml of bFGF. For cell tracking experiments, BAEC’s were cultured in serum-

free, CO2-independent medium (Leibovitz L15, Mediatech, VA, USA) supple-

mented with 1% Nutridoma (Becton Dickinson). Dishes were coated with Ma-

trigel (Becton Dickinson) by mixing 1 volume of Matrigel with 3 volumes of

ice-cold serum-free L-15 medium. 50 μl/cm2 was dispensed into each well of a

24 well culture dish (Corning) and allowed to gel. Cells were added to each well
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at a density of 105/cm2 and allowed to attach for 2 hrs.

BCE cells were cultured in DMEM (Sigma) with 10% FCS (GIBCO) and im-

aged in the same medium supplemented with 40 ng/ml bFGF (Chemicon, USA),

80 nM (50 ng/ml) PMA (Sigma), and 50 μg/ml ascobic acid (Sigma). 35 mm cul-

ture dishes were coated with undiluted Matrigel (Cultrex) at 12.5 μl/cm2 density.

Cells were added to each dish at 7 × 104/cm2 density and allowed to attach for 2

hours.

HUVEC’s were grown in EGM-2 growth medium (Lonza) with 5% FCS for

up to 3 passages. For cell tracking experiments, HUVEC’s were cultured in the

same medium supplemented with 40 ng/ml bFGF, 40 ng/ml VEGF (Pierce, Rock-

ford, IL, USA), 80 nM PMA, and 50 μg/ml ascorbic acid. 35mm culture dishes

were coated with Matrigel (Cell Biolabs) by mixing 1 volume of Matrigel with 1

volume of ice-cold PBS. 40 μl/cm2 of the mixture was dispensed in the dishes and

allowed to gel. Cells were added to each dish at 7 × 104/cm2 density and allowed

to attach for 2 hours.

Time-lapse imaging

Cells were observed in multiple fields for at least 15 hours with automated phase-

contrast time-lapse microscopy, described in detail by Czirók et al. [9]. Briefly,

a computer controlled, wide-field, epi-fluorescent microscope equipped with a

computer controlled motorized stage records images at 1.3-0.87 μm per pixel

resolution of preset fields of view at fixed, 3-10 minute intervals (values varied

between different experiments). Live cell imaging is done with a microscope

stage-mounted incubator, controlling the atmosphere and temperature of up to 4

petri-dishes.

To capture large-scale structures, several, neighboring fields of view are im-

aged with a slight overlap allowing for the alignment of the fields to create a

mosaic image. The alignment is carried out by first roughly positioning the im-

ages according to the preset coordinates and then refining the positions by cross-

correlation. In some cases, the consequent time-frame images were corrected for

the global skew of the recorded cultures.
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Figure 9: Measuring the local anisotropy demonstrated on a model network con-

figuration. Concentration c(r, t) is diffused from various points in the segmented

and smoothened images (A). The ratio of the principal momentums calculated

from the resulting concentration profile (shown in (B)) is used to characterize the

anisotropy of the whole area covered by c(r, t). The map of the whole configura-

tion is then constructed from the individual measurements (C).

2.2. Image processing

Segmentation

For the detection of cell bodies in phase contrast images, the two stage segmenta-

tion scheme of Wu et al. [105] was used. Briefly, an approximate area enclosing

the cells is selected first, based on the substantially higher brightness variation

within and around the cells (see for example fig. 12a,b in section 3.). In the sec-

ond step, cell bodies are located as areas darker than the bright halo surrounding

phase objects. This automatic procedure is not satisfactory for the identification

of individual cells as nearby cells may constitute one cluster in the segmented im-

age, due to a possible unified halo surrounding them. The procedure, however, is

sufficient for the detection of the morphology of cell-configurations.

Local anisotropy maps

Local elongation of cell configurations or structures was measured using a novel

morphometric process. The segmented images are smoothened with a long-pass

filter. A diffusion process is started from a point r0 in the image, which acts as a

fixed point-source within the diffusing field c(r, t) (fig. 9). The brightness value
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I(r, t) of the segmented and smoothened image sets the diffusion coefficient of

the process as

μ(r, t) =

⎧⎨
⎩I(r, t), for I(r, t) > Imin

0, otherwise.

Thus, the diffusion coefficient is truncated at a threshold Imin producing a spread-

ing, well-defined front around the point-source. The principal moments (λ1, λ2

and λ1 ≥ λ2) calculated from the concentration’s inertia tensor are used to char-

acterize the elongation of the local area as A(r) =
√

λ1/λ2−1. For isotropic areas

λ1 ≈ λ2, whereas in elongated areas λ1 > λ2. The area is grown until its width

reaches a pre-defined value, the typical width of a single cell. The anisotropy

value is assigned to the area covered by the particular diffusion process. By re-

peating the procedure for several points r0, the whole image can be mapped to

result in a local anisotropy map.

Structure factor

The structure factor of images is used to characterize pattern size apparent in cel-

lular configurations. Based on the I(r) segmented image intensities, the structure

factor is calculated from the spatial power spectrum P (q) as

S(q) =
P (q)

P1(q)
(2.1)

where P1(q) is the form factor of single cells and P (q) is the radially averaged

and Hanning-windowed power spectrum of the spatial pattern I(r) ≡ I(x, y) as

P (q)δq =
〈
F2D

[
I(x, y) sin(

πx

L
) sin(

πy

L
)
]〉

q<|k|<q+δq
, (2.2)

where the two dimensional Fourier transformation with frequency-domain vari-

able k is denoted by F2D and 〈...〉q<|k|<q+δq represents a radial average. The form

factor P1(q) was obtained in an analogous manner from synthetic configurations,

where single cell images were re-positioned and re-oriented randomly without

overlap (see fig. 12).
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Time lag images

A convenient method to visualize temporal changes recorded with time-lapse mi-

croscopy is to create the time lag image or kymogram. The region of interest

from each time frame is compressed to a few pixel wide – essentially one dimen-

sional – image. The compression may be done by projecting the image onto a

selected line, or simply by copying a few pixel wide stripe at a fixed position of

the image sequence. The resulting slices are then montaged next to each other in

chronological order. This way, movement in the movie appear as tilted lines on

the kymogram. The slope of the line is defined by the speed of the original motion

as one side of the kymogram represents distances in the original images and the

other dimension represents time.

2.3. Cell trajectory analysis

Manual cell tracking

Cells were tracked either manually or automatically on the time-lapse recorded

images. Manual tracking was carried out by marking the center position ri(t) of

every cell i on the recorded frames corresponding to times t.

Automatic cell tracking

For automatic cell tracking, the uneven illumination of the microscopic images

were corrected by subtracting from each image the average of the whole time-

sequence, using ImageJ plugins. Camera noise was reduced by applying a 3 × 3

pixel median filter.

The first two steps of the tracking procedure are a two-step cross-correlation

displacement-prediction (PIV: particle image velocimetry), as described by Zamir

et al. [108]. Briefly, the consecutive images are subdivided into tiles. A tile at time

t is shifted with various vectors r and its cross-correlation value with the image

detail at the shifted position at time t + Δt is assigned to each vector r. Mapping

all possible values of r results in a function C(r) with a maximum at the most

probable displacement value. Using this prediction, a second, smaller subdivision
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of the image is used to give a more precise displacement estimate with the same

procedure.

In the third step, the PIV prediction is followed by a gradient search for local

brightness minimum, as in phase contrast images cell nuclei are darker than the

surrounding cell body. For the cell lines investigated, the estimated error rate of

the procedure (mistraced cells per trajectory segments obtained) is less than 1%.

For initial cell center positions we used centers of clusters obtained by a suitably

chosen brightness threshold.

Cell velocities

The velocity, vi(t) was calculated as the net displacement of the cell centroid

during a 1 hour long time interval:

vi(t) =
ri(t + Δt) − ri(t)

Δt
(2.3)

where Δt = 1h. Although experimental recordings would allow for better time-

resolution, using a time-lag of 1 hour reduces the error in the position tracking.

The displacement of cells during 1 hour is typically one cell-diameter and the

tracking of displacements below this range are less reliable.

The persistent diffusion process

An intuitive measure of cell motion properties is the average displacement over

a time-frame. Based on the temporal autocorrelation and the displacement over

time functions of two dimensional cell trajectories, motion of cells is often de-

scribed as a persistent diffusion process [18, 85, 79]. The simplest model for such

a motion is the Ornstein Uhlenbeck (OU) process [67, 96, 19], describing the

Brownian motion of non-interacting particles. In this model, the time evolution of

the velocity of cell i, vi can be given as:

dvi

dt
= −vi

τ
+
√

α · ξi, (2.4)
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where τ is the characteristic persistence time and α is the magnitude of random

movement accelerations. The first term on the right-hand-side describes a relax-

ation or decay of the velocity and the second term is responsible for the noise in

the system.

Random movement is described by a white noise function ξi = ξi(t) =

dWi/dt, the derivative of a Wi(t) Wiener process, and 〈ξ〉 = 0, 〈ξi(t) · ξj(t
′)〉 =

δijδ(t − t′). Functions δij and δ(t − t′) are the Kronecker delta and Dirac delta

functions, respectively.

Although α and τ fully describe the model, more intuitive parameters can

be established: cell speed S is given by Doob [14] as S =
√

ατ . The random

motility coefficient [45, 1, 85], analogous to the diffusion coefficient of Brownian

particles, is

μ =
ατ 2

2
=

S2τ

2
. (2.5)

The average displacement squared over a time t is given by Fürth’s formula [28]:

D2(t) = 2S2τ 2

(
t

τ
− 1 + e−t/τ

)
. (2.6)

Thus, for short time periods cells move at a constant speed S, as the distance is

proportional to the time elapsed, while the motion is diffusive when investigated

over a long time frame:

D(t) ≈
⎧⎨
⎩
√

2St, for t � τ

2
√

μt, for t  τ.

This function is relatively simple to measure from experimental data and gives

access to the important parameter values of the OU model. Measurements per-

formed with non-interacting endothelial cells and fibroblasts resulted τ , α and

calculated speed values in the 0.1 − 5h, 100 − 2000μm2/h3 and 10 − 60μm/h

range, respectively [85].

The above process aims to describe the motion of Brownian particles at finite

temperatures. Motion of animal cells, however, is far more complex and is driven
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Figure 10: Calculation of the flow-field V(r). The simple, two-cell configuration

at time t includes cells i and j. Their original orientation and position is marked

with blue. Dots at positions ri and rj mark cell centers, cell velocities vi and vj

are plotted as vectors. Cell i is heading in the direction ϕ (relative to an arbitrarily

selected reference direction n). To calculate the flow field around cell i, first the

configuration is rotated by −ϕ. The center of cell j in the rotated configuration,

r′j , falls in the vicinity of vector r and therefore is counted in the average Vi,t(r).
The vicinity, B(r) is defined as a two dimensional bin centered at the position

r. The procedure is then repeated for each cell i and Vt(r) is calculated from

averaging through all cells i and j for which r′j − ri ∈ B(r) holds in the rotated

configuration. Finally, the Vt(r) fields are averaged through different time frames.

by an active, complex molecular machinery, therefore, parameters τ and α rep-

resent an effective value and depend substantially on the molecular state of the

cells.

Flow-fields

In high density cell cultures local, anisotropic velocity patterns - streams - are

observed. The usual spatial correlation of velocities averages the field cannot be

used to obtain the characteristic width and length of these structures. Instead, we

introduced a statistical measure, here referred to as the average flow field, V(r),

that surrounds moving cells.

The velocity of cell i at time t is denoted by vi(t), the direction of vi(t) relative
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to a fixed reference is ϕi(t). The reference direction was arbitrarily chosen to be

the positive direction of the x-axis. Flow field V(r) is calculated as

V(r) =
〈
R−ϕi(t)vj(t)

〉
(i,j)∗,t

, (2.7)

where Rα is the operator for a 2D rotation with an angle α as

Rα =

(
cos α − sin α

sin α cos α

)
(2.8)

The 〈...〉(i,j)∗,t average in eq. 2.7 is calculated over all possible time points t and

cell pairs i, j that satisfy

rj(t) − ri(t) ∈ B(Rϕi(t)r), (2.9)

where B(r) represents a two-dimensional, square bin with a fixed size, centered

at position r.

Practically, the vector field is shifted to locate the selected cell i in the origin

and then rotated to align the velocity vector of cell i in the direction of the x-axis.

The resulting shifted and rotated vector fields are calculated for all cells and time-

frames, and are averaged, applying a two-dimensional bin-grid for the positions.

The calculation for one cell in a simple, two-cell configuration is demonstrated on

fig. 10. The resulting vector-fields are then binned and averaged over multitude

and time.

Statistical errors are estimated as the standard error of the mean (SEM). SEM

values are calculated from data points which we consider statistically indepen-

dent. To eliminate known correlations in the velocity field we subdivide the origi-

nal 2+1 dimensional velocity field data (2 spatial and 1 temporal dimensions) into

non-overlapping blocks. The size of the blocks is chosen to be equal to the spatial

and temporal correlation lengths of the velocities. From each block k a flow field

is calculated separately, and the resulting Vk(r) fields are considered as indepen-

dent. The presented V(r) fields are point-by-point averages of the corresponding

Vk(r) fields, and the number of blocks is used as sample size in SEM calcula-

tions. SEM values are presented by a color code assigned to the ratio of SEM(r)
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to |V(r)|: the zero value is mapped to black, the unit value is mapped to yellow.
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3. Network formation in cell culture

Although vasculogenesis is a prominent example of cellular network formation,

several other cell types are capable of exhibiting similar behavior in culture [99].

The most common observable feature of these cultures are the emerging linear,

multicellular structures that, at the right density, interconnect and give rise to a

network. This sprouting phenomena was found to be an important part of vascu-

logenesis [77].

As described in section 1.3., the two main mechanisms proposed to explain

network formation are the mechanical hypothesis, where the elasticity of the

substrate plays a key role, and the autocrine chemotaxis mechanism, where a

chemoattractant diffuses and creates a concentration distribution in the culture

that guides patterning.

Both mechanisms may be biologically relevant, but cannot account for net-

works formed under certain circumstances: multicellular linear segments of var-

ious cell types are also forming when grown under normal tissue culture condi-

tions on a solid substrate. In these experiments the rigid substrate excludes the

mechanical mechanism and convection currents in the culture medium – gener-

ated by temperature inhomogeneities within the incubator and the vibrations of

microscope stage motion – are expected to hamper the maintenance of concen-

tration gradients, or impose a strong directional bias upon the chemotaxis-related

cell movements. Furthermore, a specific chemotactic response is empirically un-

proven and unlikely to be shared by a great variety of cell types.

3.1. Empirical findings

Linear structures form on stiff substrate with convecting medium

Muscle-progenitor mouse C2C12 and rat C6 glioma cells form linear structures

on rigid tissue culture plastic substrate even with a strong convection current in the

culture medium (fig. 11). To measure the convection currents close to the culture

surface, 0.5 μm diameter latex beads (Sigma) were immersed into the medium.

Bead motion was recorded within a 20 μm thick volume above the culture surface,

delimited by the field depth of the 10× microscope objective. As a representative
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Figure 11: Linear structures form in cultures of C6 (A) and C2C12 (B) cells on

rigid substrate with convecting medium. The inset shows a time-lag kymogram of

the motion of latex beads in the medium. [88]

sample in fig. 11 inset demonstrates, in our experimental setup convection currents

were sustained for hours with speeds exceeding 100 μm/h, an order of magnitude

larger than the typical cell speed.

Multicellular linear segments form networks

Linear arrangements of multiple cells form in C6 or 3T3 fibroblast cultures when

grown under standard culture conditions on a solid substrate (fig. 12a and b).

The multicellular morphology is characterized statistically by the average local

anisotropy as the function of local cell density (surface fraction covered). First,

the cell-occupied area is identified by a segmentation procedure described in 2.2.

section (fig. 12c). A measure of local anisotropy, A(r), is then calculated as de-

scribed in section 2.2.. The resulting anisotropy maps reveal the highly elongated

structures (fig. 12e).

Individual cells take up a highly elongated shape in the configurations, con-

tributing to the local anisotropy measure. To measure the contribution of multi-

cellularity, segmented images have been randomized: images of individual cells

were randomly re-oriented and re-positioned on the image without overlapping,

to maintain cell density (fig. 12d). The local anisotropy of resulting synthetic im-

ages represent the contribution of the individual cell-shape to the average local

anisotropy (fig. 12f).

Cell density influences the possible cell arrangements and thus the average
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Figure 12: Multicellular linear segments form in in vitro cultures of C6 (a) and

3T3 (b) cells. For morphometric analysis the images were segmented (c), and the

resulting clusters randomized without overlaps (d). Maps of local anisotropy (e

and f) detect elongated structures as bright yellow areas (e). Although individual

cells are elongated, such high values of anisotropy are absent in synthetic images

(f), obtained from the randomized image (d). Local cell density strongly influ-

ences the anisotropy of both 3T3 (g) and C6 (h) cell configurations. The mean

anisotropy value is maximal for culture surfaces with 20% confluence. Error bars

of anisotropy values represent the standard error of the mean. [89]
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local anisotropy (fig. 12g and h). Local cell density is determined as the surface

fraction occupied by segmented cell clusters within a 50 μm wide region: the ratio

of the area occupied by the clusters and the selected region. To obtain a measure

of confluence, the volume fraction values are normalized by the maximal volume

fraction value observed for the particular cell type. At high densities cells fill the

substrate and local anisotropy drops. At very low densities cells are separated and

no multicellular structures form. At an intermediate density (20% confluence),

a maximum in anisotropy values indicates that cells often assemble into linear

structures.

Motility is enhanced in elongated structures

Time-lapse microscopic records of C6 cells reveal that the intensity of cell motion

strongly correlates with the presence of adjacent, elongated, highly anisotropic

structures (fig. 13). As manually tracked cell trajectories demonstrate (fig. 13a),

cells intensively move towards and within extending sprouts. After the sprouts

became wider, cell motility diminishes again.

For explicit observation of the connection between the local anisotropy and

cell motility, the cells were tracked manually and vi(t) velocities for various cells

i at several time-frames t is calculated. The A(ri(t)) local anisotropy values at

the ri(t) position of cells are then coupled to the velocities vi(t). As fig. 13b

demonstrates, cells tend to be up to three times faster in sprouts than in isotropic

cell clusters.

An investigation of branch widening rates reveals that highly anisotropic struc-

tures are attractive migration targets. This preference is reflected in fig. 13c as the

width of highly elongated and thus anisotropic sprouts increases at a faster rate.

As no obvious spatial pattern in cell division rate is observed, the increased sprout

widening is resulted by an increased immigration of cells.

In summary, the data in fig. 13 demonstrate that cells preferentially abandon

contacts with well-spread cells and move towards adjacent elongated, anisotropic

cells, supporting the hypothesis of preferential attachment to elongated cells.
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Figure 13: The dynamics of sprout formation in C6 cell cultures on a rigid sub-

strate is visualized by time-lapse microscopy. a: Cell trajectories demonstrate

intense motility within elongated structures. Current cell positions are marked

with white dots, trajectories covered are drawn with white lines. b: Data obtained

from 3000 manually traced positions of more than fifty C6 cells reveal that mean

cell velocity is three times greater in highly anisotropic sprouts. Error bars repre-

sent the standard error of the mean. c: The manually determined rate of branch

widening is also positively correlated with the average anisotropy of the branch.

The increased widening reflects increased migration into the branches. [89]
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Figure 14: A possible mechanism for network formation is the preferential attach-

ment to elongated cells.

3.2. The preferential attraction model

The analysis of time-lapse recordings of cell cultures led to a possible, new mech-

anism for network formation: a direct, cell-cell interaction which preferentially

guides cells towards adjacent elongated cells (fig. 14). While the molecular ba-

sis of such a behavior is unknown, it may involve mechanosensing. Cells are

able to respond to variations in extracellular matrix stiffness [34], and an analo-

gous mechanotaxis utilizing cell-cell contacts is also feasible. The cytoskeleton

of elongated cells differ from that of round ones, altering the mechanical proper-

ties of the cell: preliminary data of recent AFM measurements indicate significant

differences in stiffness of round and elongated cells. The analysis of cell cul-

ture time-lapse recordings show that close contact with elongated cells indeed

enhances and guides cell motility (fig. 13).

To show that such an interaction can indeed generate linear segments and an

interconnected network, the hypothesis is implemented in a particle model, where

cell shape is deduced from the configuration of surrounding cells. The network

formation at different densities is analyzed with this model. Because cell shape is

the key feature of cells in the hypothesis, the two dimensional cellular Potts model

is also used, where cell shape is explicitly resolved. The balance between multi-

cellular sprouting and surface tension-driven coarsening is analyzed by systematic

numerical simulations. In both models, the hypothesis represents an asymmetric,

hence out of equilibrium cellular interaction.
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Figure 15: The environmental elongation factor aj is used to describe the

anisotropy of the cell in the particle model. Values in different configurations

are demonstrated for a cell in the origin of the plots.

3.3. Interacting particle model

Definition

The hypothesis of preferential attraction towards elongated cells is implemented

in a particle model (described in section 1.4.) by defining (i) a measure of cell

elongation and (ii) a suitable cell-cell interaction function fi,j to eq. 1.5. Only local

interactions mediated by direct contacts between cells are allowed. As cell shape

is not resolved in this model, the contact neighbors are defined as the Voronoi

neighbors within a pre-defined range R.

Cell elongation is inferred from the configuration of particles. The anisotropy
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Figure 16: The pair-interaction function describes a soft-core repulsion (f1) and

attraction (f2) in a limited range [0 : R]. The strength of attraction is modulated by

the cell elongation of the interacting partner, resulting in a central, but asymmetric

attraction.

of particle j, aj , is constructed as

aj =
1

nj

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑

dkj<R

exp {2iφkj}
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

, (3.1)

where nj is the number of all particles within the interaction radius R around

rj . Vector rk − rj is at an angle φkj measured from an arbitrarily chosen, fixed

reference direction. Therefore, aj = 0 for particles in an isotropic environment

and aj = 1 for particles in a highly elongated, linear configuration (fig. 15).

The effect of cellular interactions on cell i is constructed as:

fi =
∑

j

fi,j =
∑
j∈Vi

{
[f1(dij) + aj · f2(dij)]

rj − ri

dij

}
(3.2)

Here Vi denotes the set of Voronoi neighbors of cell i, dij = |rj−ri| is the distance

of cells i and j, and aj is a measure of cell elongation for the interacting partner,

cell j. Function f1(d) is an elastic, soft-core repulsion, ensuring that model cells

do not inter-penetrate (fig. 16):

f1(r) =

⎧⎨
⎩−A(r − R1), for r < R1,

0, for r ≥ R1

(3.3)
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where A is a model parameter regulating cell stiffness. Repulsion range R1 is the

size of the organelle-packed region around the cell nucleus. Term f2(d) contains

the cell-cell attraction part of the interaction:

f2(r) =

⎧⎨
⎩−B, for R2 ≤ r ≤ R

0, elsewhere
(3.4)

where B is the parameter regulating the strength of cellular attraction. Since the

interaction of cells is local, only cells within a certain [R2 : R] range will give a

non-zero bias. The size of the attraction band around the cell corresponds to the

relaxed size of the cell (R2) and the maximum length of the cell’s filopodia (R).

The strength of attraction is modulated by the cell shape of the interacting partner,

aj , in eq. 3.2. Since aj usually varies among cells j, the pair-interactions, unlike

Newtonian forces, are asymmetric. By setting aj ≡ 1 for all cells j, a symmetric

model is defined, in which the preferential attraction hypothesis is not included.

Simulation results

Simulations were started with randomly scattered cells on a rectangular plane,

with periodic boundary conditions. A special initial condition, when cells are

packed in the center of the plane, has also been studied.

Based on empirical observations, length scales in the model can be approxi-

mated as R1 = 10μm as the core diameter of the cells, R2 = 30μm as the size of

a relaxed cell, and R = 40μm as the maximum distance of filopodia tip. These

values, however, can vary by at least a factor of 2, depending on the cell types and

experimental conditions.

Empirically observed cell persistence times (τ ≈ 0.1−5h) and random move-

ment acceleration magnitudes (α ≈ 50 − 2000μm2/h3) measured on single-cell

migration assays [85] are used to calibrate a computational time-step to 3 minutes

(0.05 h) real time, using the average displacements of cells and eq. 2.6. Model

parameter values τ = 0.5h and α = 100μm2/h3 were used, providing a low dif-

fusion parameter μ = 15μm2/h. Cell stiffness (repulsion) and attraction strengths

are set at A = 160h−2 and B = 130μm/h2. This choice of B represents a strong

response to external cues: the ratio of the directed and random velocity compo-
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Figure 17: Simulated cells in an L = 700μm system with initially randomized

positions form linear segments within 30 minutes (a) and connect into a network

within 5 hours (b). Connected dots represent cells in contact, the grayscale values

of the dots mark the anisotropy of cells. [88]

nents is

Bτ√
2D/τ

≈ 10. (3.5)

System size L and cell number N were varied for mapping the density-dependence

of the model dynamics. Density of cells was measured through surface fraction of

overlapping circles with radius R2 centered on the objects.

At sufficiently high density, randomly scattered cells connect into linear seg-

ments within 30 minutes and form networks in several hours (fig. 17). To char-

acterize the pattern size, cells in the configurations were masked with full circles

of R2 diameter size that represents the cell body. The power spectrum of the

resulting, filled configurations was calculated as

P (q) =

〈∣∣∣∣∣
∑

j

e−2πiq·rj

∣∣∣∣∣
2〉

(3.6)

where each component of q is an integer multiple of 1/L. The average < ... > is

taken over configurations of different simulation runs.

After the initial connection of the network, the characteristic size of the pattern

reaches a quasi-stationary state, where the formation of new connections and the
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Figure 18: Power spectrum S(q) of cell configurations in the preferential adhesion

model (a, curves), in experiments (a, solid symbols) and the symmetric model (b),

at various time points and parameter configurations. The dotted, dashed and solid

curves were obtained at t = 25h, 75h, 125h and 500h, respectively. After an initial

coarsening, the pattern does not change substantially in the preferential adhesion

model, as the forming and disconnecting of branches reaches a balance (a). Two

peaks are apparent on the spectra, corresponding to the typical cell size and the

characteristic pattern size at q∗R ≈ 10. Systems with different size or different

cell density produce the same characteristic pattern size q∗. At low cell densities

(N = 80 and N = 50) the peak falls off with 1/q in good agreement with the

data obtained from fig. 11 (solid symbols). The solid lines represent power-law

decays with −1 and −2 exponents. In contrast, the symmetric model of uniformly

adhering cells (b) continues to coarsen into droplets (inset). [88]
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Figure 19: Morphology of the configurations depend on the cell density. Con-

figurations with N = 2000 cells are shown in different densities: N/L2 =
2 × 104/cm2 (a), 3 × 104/cm2 (b) and 9 × 104/cm2 (c). The relative volume

fraction of the largest cluster shows a percolation transition at volume fraction

σ ≈ 0.2 (d). The percolation threshold for randomly distributed cells is around

0.67 depicted with the open symbols. The density autocorrelation of the critical

cluster (e) exhibits two separate regimes. The solid lines indicate ρ(r) ∼ r−0.9

and ρ(r) ∼ r0.2, whereas the dashed line is ρ(r) ∼ r−0.5 curve. [88]

breaking of the existing branches reaches an equilibrium (fig. 18). The spectrum

exhibits two peaks: one corresponding to the characteristic cell-cell distance (qc ≈
1/R2), the other to the pattern size (q∗ = 1/�∗). This pattern size is approximately

the size of ten cell lengths, �∗/R ≈ 10, independent of the system size and only

weakly depends on cell density.

Due to the local nature of the interactions, network formation is only possible

above a certain density. The density-dependence thus has been studied in a wide

range of volume fractions (fig. 19). Connectivity is described by calculating the

relative surface fraction of the largest cluster (P ) as a function of total surface

fraction, σ. The percolation threshold is at volume fraction σ ≈ 0.2, a relatively
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Figure 20: Simulation runs initiated from a cell aggregate, the stationary state

of the symmetric adhesion model, grow branches. Panels A-C show cell config-

urations throughout the simulation. A kymogram of a representative sprout (D)

depicts a sprout extending throughout the simulation: the top of the image shows

the cell density profile along the sprout axis at t = 0, and at the end of the sim-

ulation in the bottom of the image. The profile shown demonstrates that sprouts

grow with decreasing speeds, as the process is driven by random noise. [10]

low value compared to the 0.67 obtained with randomly positioned cells (fig. 19d).

To compare the pattern with the chemotactic model of Gamba et al. [29], the

mean density ρ of the critical cluster has been calculated as the function of radius

(r). For radii larger than the cell size (1 < r/R < rc), the density is described as

ρ(r) ∼ r−0.9 and above a crossover length, rc/R ≈ 6, ρ(r) ∼ r−0.17 (fig. 19e).

This is in good agreement with the slope of the power spectra decreasing with

P (q) ∼ q−1 (fig. 18), both in simulation and model configurations. The chemo-

tactic model of Gamba et al. [29], however, produces patterns with fractal-like

ρ(r) ∼ r−0.5, illustrated on fig 19e as a dashed line.

Simulations started from a dense cluster develop sprouts spontaneously (fig. 20).

The sprouts, however, do not describe biological sprouting: the growth profile of

the sprouts shows decreasing growth speeds (fig. 20d) compared to the steady

sprouting observed experimentally (see fig. 37). Also, the forming branches tend
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to move sideways due to the lack of adhesion or friction in the model. This reflects

the lack of active persistent locomotion.

3.4. Preferential adhesion in the cellular Potts model

Definition

Using the CPM defined by Graner and Glazier [33], the preferential attachment

to elongated cells is implemented by introducing a suitably altered probability

function w into eq. 1.8 and a measure of cell elongation.

Cell shape is resolved in the model, therefore an explicit definition of elon-

gation is possible. The measure of anisotropy for cell i is denoted by θi, and is

obtained from the inertia tensor of the Potts domain representing the cell as

θi =

√
λ1

λ2

− 1, (3.7)

where λ1 ≥ λ2 are the two eigenvalues of the inertia tensor.

The probability of copying the spin value σ(a) at lattice site a to an adjacent

lattice site b is given by 1.8. The motion bias w(a → b) is used to represent a

tendency to contact elongated cells as

w(a → b) = γ [χ(a) − χ(b)] ·
∑
c

θσ(c) (3.8)

where parameter γ sets the strength of the bias relative to the other, surface tension

and volume constraint terms in eq. 1.8 and function χ(r) = 1 for sites r belonging

to a cell, and zero otherwise (see eq. 1.9). The summation in eq. 3.8 goes over

only those neighbor sites of b that belong to cells other than σ(a) or σ(b): σ(c) /∈
{0, σ(a), σ(b)}.

The χ(a) − χ(b) expression ensures that only cells (and not the medium) ex-

hibit the preference. For σ(a) = 0 and σ(b) > 0, the elementary step considered

is a cell retraction, while for σ(a) > 0 and σ(b) = 0, the step represents cell

expansion. These steps may involve loosing or gaining contact with a certain cell

σ(c) at an adjacent lattice site c. Furthermore the expression also assumes that

the amount of attraction depends only on the contact target: if site b is occupied
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by a cell (χ(b) = 1) then no other cell (χ(a) = 1) has any advantage to occupy

that adhesion site. For example, if cell σ(a) attempts to move next to cell σ(c),

and the separating site is empty (σ(b) = 0) and no other cell is near to site b, then

w = γχ(a)θσ(c). Therefore, the probability p(a → b) is increased if θσ(c) is high.

The w(a → b) term can also be considered as an asymmetric extension of the

Jij adhesive interaction. This is more obvious if w(a → b) is written in the form

of

w(a → b) = −γ
∑
c

[Ja→b(σ(a), σ()̧) − Ja→b(σ(b), σ(c))] (3.9)

where

Ja→b(i, j) =

⎧⎨
⎩0 if i = j, i = 0, j = 0, j = σ(a) or j = σ(b);

θj otherwise.
(3.10)

In general, θi �= θj , therefore Ja→b(i, j) is an asymmetric matrix. The asym-

metry is instrumental in transforming the model into a stochastic system where

configuration and transition probabilities do not satisfy detailed balance. As the

example in fig. 21 demonstrates, configuration (d) can be reached by at least two

different sequences of steps from configuration (a). Due to symmetry, the ℘ tran-

sition probabilities between states (a) and (b) are the same as those between (a)

and (c). However, if cell A is more attractive than cell B, then the (b) →(d) tran-

sition is more frequent than the (c) →(d) transition. Furthermore, the (d) →(b)

transition is less frequent than the (d) →(c) transition:

℘[(b) → (d)]

℘[(c) → (d)]
> 1 >

℘[(d) → (b)]

℘[(d) → (c)]
(3.11)

If the equilibrium probability of states (b), (c) and (d) are P , P and Q, respectively,

then the detailed balance condition requires P℘[(b) → (d)] = Q℘[(d) → (b)] and

P℘[(c) → (d)] = Q℘[(d) → (c)]. However, the resulting

℘[(b) → (d)]

℘[(c) → (d)]
=

℘[(d) → (b)]

℘((d) → (c)]
(3.12)
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Figure 21: Demonstration of how the asymmetric nature of the interaction results

in a driven, out of equilibrium system. By symmetry arguments the first step

has the same probability in both paths: ℘[(a) →(b)] = ℘[(a) →(c)] and ℘[(b)

→(a)] = ℘[(c) →(a)]. However, if cell A is more attractive than cell B (θA > θB),

then the (b) →(d) transition is more frequent than the (c) →(d) transition (the

elementary steps indicated by arrows in (b) and (c), respectively). Furthermore,

the (d) → (b) transition is less frequent than the (d) →(c) transition. As a result,

the steady-state probabilities of the four configurations will not satisfy detailed

balance. [89]
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Figure 22: Formation of new branches in the stationary state of the model. Fluc-

tuations initiate sprouts, and the resulting elongated structure attracts further cells.

If the expanding branch connects to another cluster it becomes stable, otherwise

it degenerates, hence the sprout length is limited. Time shown on the images is

indicated in MCS. [89]

condition contradicts eq. 3.11. Therefore, in the asymmetric model the transition

probabilities cannot satisfy the detailed balance condition, and thus the dynamics

cannot be interpreted as relaxation of an energy functional to thermal equilibrium.

Simulation results

The model was studied by simulations in a square area of size L × L with closed

boundary conditions. The initial configuration consisted of N randomly posi-

tioned cells and an arbitrary domain representing the cell-free areas on the sub-

strate. The preferred cell size is set to 50 lattice sites, adjusting the distance of two

lattice points to approximately ∼ 1μm. Based on the mean square displacement

versus time curves of non-interacting cells (see eq. 2.6 and [85]), one Monte-Carlo

time step (MCS) corresponds to ∼ 2 minutes in real time.

For a set of parameter values, the model exhibits sprouting behavior, remi-

niscent of those observed in experiments (fig. 22). After the initial bud appears,

the leading – elongated – cell attracts other cells from the pool at the base of the

sprout. Cells within the sprout continue to migrate until they connect to another

cluster of cells. At that point the branch is established and becomes stable. Due

to the effective surface tension present in the system [24], branches can also break

up, and this way coarsen the pattern.
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Figure 23: The model reaches a stationary state where surface tension-driven

coarsening is balanced by the formation of new sprouts. Configurations in the

model are shown at t=100 (a), 1000 (b) and 30,000 (c) MCS. Structure factors av-

eraged over 10 independent runs show that the emerged pattern does not change

its statistical characteristics after 1000 MCS (d). However, the resulting pattern

is not frozen: branches still form and break up, as visualized in fig. 22. The

characteristic pattern size �∗ ≈ 80μm is independent of the system size L in the

L  �∗ limit as the structure factors of configurations obtained from systems with

increasing sizes indicate (e). [89]
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If parameter values are favorable for sprouting in the system, then after an

initial transient regime the balance of surface tension driven coarsening and the

growth of new branches result in a quasi-stationary state (fig. 23). After the first

1000 MC time-steps the statistical properties of the network-like pattern does not

change substantially, indicated by the ensemble-averaged structure factors S(q)

(fig. 23d). The characteristic pattern size �∗ ≈ 80μm is determined by the dynam-

ics, and does not depend on the system size for L  �∗ (fig. 23e).

The effects of the symmetric and asymmetric adhesion terms in eq. 1.8 were

studied systematically with simulations. Parameter γ, characterizing the prefer-

ence of elongated cells, is responsible for sprouting activity in the model (fig. 24a).

As cell-cell contacts increase the CPM energy u by α, an effective attraction re-

quires γ > α. For a fixed value of γ, the two independent parameters α and β con-

trol the effective surface tension, and thus the characteristic pattern size (fig. 24b).

Cell shape is determined by the relative balance of surface tension and anisotropic

bias: if the anisotropic bias dominates, individual cells tend to become extremely

elongated.

For a fixed value of model parameters, cell density determines the connected-

ness of the structure, and it also influences the characteristic pattern size (fig. 25a).

Cell density is measured as a volume fraction, i.e., the ratio of the area covered by

cells and the overall system size. At densities higher than 0.55, the linear struc-

tures gradually disappear. At densities under 0.20, there are not enough cells to

connect into clusters. As in the case of the particle model, within an intermediate

range of densities, the characteristic pattern size � depends only weakly on the

density (fig. 25b).

The local anisotropy of the configuration was calculated as the function of

the local volume fraction for a range of cell densities (fig. 25c). At low densities

the anisotropy tends to be higher, and it exhibits a maximum at a density ≈ 0.4.

The peaked curve is thus qualitatively similar to the empirical data presented on

fig. 12g, h. The lower values of anisotropy reflect the fact that branches in the

model are usually more than a single cell wide.

The energy expression, eq. 1.8, contains elastic-like terms involving δAi, the

deviation of the i-th cell’s area from its target value. Thus, δA can be interpreted as

a measure of hydrostatic pressure. In the contact inhibition model of chemotaxis
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Figure 24: Morphology diagram of the stationary state as a function of γ, the

strength of attraction to elongated cells, and parameters α and β specifying an

effective surface tension in the model. A: For large enough γ a connected pattern

arises. Typical configurations are shown for α = 0.3 and β = 2.4. B: For a

fixed γ = 3.6, increasing α results in coarser structures, while increasing β yields

individual cells. L = 200, N = 250. [89]
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Figure 25: The stationary pattern depends on the cell density. Typical model

configurations are shown for volume fractions of 0.22 (a), 0.31 (b) and 0.47 (c).

The normalized structure factors (d) reveal a peak at �∗ ≈ 80μm for densities

between 0.30 and 0.50. The local anisotropy of the configuration as the function

of the local volume fraction (e) reveals a maximum at a density ≈ 0.4. The peaked

curve is thus qualitatively similar to the empirical data presented in figs. 12g and

h. α = 0.3, β = 2.4, γ = 3.6, L = 400. [89]
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Figure 26: In the proposed model, the patterning mechanism differs from the

chemotactic model of Merks et al. [58]. a: The size distribution of the simulated

cells reveals that in our model the cells are not compressed, but are rather ex-

panded. b: The location of stretched (blue) and compressed (red) cells show no

obvious regularity within a typical configuration. Cells with the target area are

shown in green. [89]
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of Merks et al. [58], branching occurs due to an instability which involves the

internal, hydrostatic-like pressure within the aggregates and a radially weakening

effective surface tension. To compare the present patterning mechanism to that

of Merks et al. [58], we characterized cell compressions in both models. The

distributions of δA are shown in fig. 26a. As expected, cells in the Merks model

are under compression. In contrast, cell areas in our model fluctuate around the

target size, with slightly more expanded cells then compressed cells. Fig. 26b

shows the distribution of compressed (red) and expanded (blue) cells in a typical

configuration generated by our model. The random mixture of compressed and

expanded cells also indicate that hydrostatic pressure cannot play a substantial

role within our model. Thus, the two models generate branching structures by

clearly different mechanisms.

3.5. Discussion

Attraction to elongated cells

Statistical evidence is provided that various cell types such as C6 gliomas, C2C12

myoblasts or 3T3 fibroblasts form multicellular linear arrays in a certain range

of cell densities. This patterning cannot be explained by the usual models of

random motility and isotropic cell-cell adhesion which predicts gradually growing

droplets [7], furthermore, the previously proposed models of vasculogenesis do

not apply in these experimental settings.

Analysis of time-lapse recordings reveals a remarkable change in motility

when cells become incorporated into multicellular sprouts, and that these sprouts

are attractive migration targets: due to cell migration, the population of sprouts in-

creases substantially faster than the population of isotropic cell groups. As highly

elongated cells initiate and guide the motility of adjacent cells, we argue that the

generic ability to form cellular networks can be attributed to this preferential at-

traction to elongated cells.

The cell biological basis for such a preference is not yet known. Cells in

elongated structures are possibly under mechanical tension, therefore the micro-

mechanical properties of their cytoskeleton are altered [46]. Cells are able to

detect mechanical differences in their surroundings, as has been shown with the
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variations in extracellular matrix stiffness [50, 34, 44]. A similar mechanosensing

is feasible between cells: for example, VE-cadherin, a major cell-cell adhesion

receptor of vascular endothelial cells, was recently shown to be incorporated in

cell surface mechano-sensing complexes [95].

Numerical modeling

Each modeling attempt includes simplifications and necessarily omits certain prop-

erties of the real system to be modeled. Different frameworks, however have

different approaches and may complement each other if used for the same de-

scription. Therefore, it is intrinsically valuable to cast the biologically relevant

hypothesis into very different modeling frameworks, and show that the emergent

multicellular behavior is independent of the choice of framework.

The preferential attraction to elongated cells was studied with an interacting

particle model based on the OU process described in section 1.4. In the model,

networks form from initially scattered cells, in a wide range of cell-densities above

relative surface fraction 0.2. The emerging patterns reach a quasi-stationary state,

in contrast with the coarsening networks produced in the chemotactic model of

Gamba et al. [29].

The hypothesis of preferential attraction between cells is implemented in the

form of a special attraction, where the strength of attraction depends on the anisotropy

of the interacting partner. The implementation of the interaction term is very di-

rect, the anisotropy of cells, however, is derived indirectly, as cell shape is not

resolved in the model. We assume, that the shape of the cells is defined by the

surrounding cell configurations.

The preferential attachment hypothesis was also tested in the cellular Potts

model, where cell shape is explicitly represented and a more direct measure of

cell elongation is possible. Factors determining motility, however are hidden in

the stochastic simulation rules and, therefore, are less transparent. Nevertheless,

interactions in the model are truly local in the sense that only adjacent cells inter-

act. Due to the wide use of the Potts formalism, comparison between models built

upon the same framework are more feasible, as in fig. 26.

To account for the preferential attraction of elongated cells, the CPM is aug-
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mented with transition probabilities that depend on the actual state of interaction

partners. This asymmetric attraction term in the transition probabilities results in

an inherently non-equilibrium system, thus is fundamentally different from the

anisotropic interaction suggested by Zajac et al. [107], where the dynamics (apart

from the continuity constraints) can be still derived as a relaxation of an energy

functional of the spin configurations. However, it is not clear why such a global

target/cost function should always exist to describe the behavior of multicellular

systems – non-equilibrium transition rules may be useful to model other systems

as well.

In the Potts formulation, cell-cell adhesion is described as an effective sur-

face tension, which drives the system to minimize open surfaces (cell surfaces

unattached to adjacent cells), hence it works to destroy sprouts. When a branch

connecting two clusters is about to break, it will consist of elongated (and strained)

cells which connect the clusters and adhere to both. According to our preferential

attachment hypothesis, such a cell is an attractive migration target and the result-

ing active inflow of cells into the strained area will offset the coarsening tendency

of surface tension. Pattern size depends slightly more on cell density, compared

to the particle model, which could be the result of the complete absence of motion

persistence of the Potts cells.

Mechanism of sprout formation

Network formation through sprouting occurs in a markedly different way from

the gradual coarsening of an initially uniform density field and its possible arrest,

characteristic for colloid gels (see, for example Foffi et al. [21]) or for several

models proposed for vasculogenesis. In particular, in the chemotactic model [29]

and in the mechanical model [54, 65] the emerging pattern is static, the rearrange-

ment of the created network is only possible by further gradual coarsening.

In our model, the elongation of the invading cell catalyzes the recruitment

of further cells to into the sprout. Cell-cell adhesion alone would keep cells at

the sprout base where they are well surrounded with neighbor cells. The model

of Merks et al. [58], however, also produces sprouts with biologically plausible

assumptions, therefore a more direct comparison is performed. The two mod-
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els were shown to result in different states of cell areas, a potential way to test

their validity. The most striking difference is that the chemotaxis-based model is

pressure-driven, and cells are predicted to be compressed in the aggregates. Pat-

terning occurs due to an instability which involves the internal, hydrostatic-like

pressure within the aggregates and a radially weakening effective surface tension.

Therefore, aggregate surfaces are unstable and sprouting is driven by an internal

pressure gradient. In contrast, in our model, cells are typically not compressed,

which prevents the build-up of pressure gradients within the aggregates. We ar-

gue, that our approach fits better the in vitro cell cultures with low cell densities

- where cells are well-spread or moderately stretched - based on the observed re-

duction in cell area after severing cell attachments to the substrate, e.g., by trypsin

treatment.

The inherent asymmetry of the preferential attraction hypothesis might be an

important feature that separates it from other models that evolve with a gradu-

ally coarsening pattern. The difference is demonstrated in the particle model by

starting a simulation from the stationary state of the symmetric model, a dense

cell aggregate. The asymmetry dilutes the aggregate by sprouting (fig. 20). In the

CPM, spontaneous sprouting is observed during patterning (fig. 22).

Although sprouting occurs in the models, the dynamics is not realistic: the

short persistence of cells and the lack of self-propulsion produces branch growth

with decreasing speeds, resulting in too short sprouts. Experimentally observed

sprouts, however, have a linear growth profile and can extend to the length of tens

of cells (see fig. 37).
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4. Cell streaming in monolayer cultures

Collective motion of cells is instrumental in development and in certain patho-

physiologies, where a number of cells and tissue are transported and deformed

as a result of the cooperation of multitude of cells [60]. Such processes include

not only the de novo vascular network formation, but gastrulation, wound healing

or the revascularization of damaged tissue by existing vessels. The behavior and

mechanisms of these cellular cooperations, however, are poorly understood.

Probably the best studied collective cell motion is cell sorting, where a mixture

of various type cells segregate from a disorganized starting configuration [76, 97].

The process is explained with the differential adhesion hypothesis (DAH) [84]:

different cell types have different adhesion properties that, according to the DAH,

eventually results in the spatial segregation of the different cell types. Implemen-

tations of the DAH using the CPM [32] or lattice free variants [66] successfully re-

construct the experimental behavior as well as the time course of the process. Suit-

able extensions of these models can describe cell intercalation during gastrulation

[107], chemotaxis-driven cell movements during vascular assembly [58, 57, 2], or

tumor growth [16]. However, the motion of cells during sorting is diffusive within

the bulk environments [76], although some temporal and spatial correlations are

detectable [97].

Motion of polarized cells, which maintain their migratory direction in time, in

high density cell cultures is less understood. Most studies addressing this problem

have investigated the expansion of epithelial cell sheets or other monolayers into

an empty area or ‘wound’. During the expansion, cells at the monolayer boundary

[17] or within a broader layer [92] exert substantial traction forces and are thought

to pull the passive bulk of the sheet forward [76, 13].

Recent studies on the motion of kidney epithelial (MDCK, [37]) or endothelial

(HUVEC, [101]) cells within monolayers, as well as immune cells in explanted

lymph nodes [5] have indicated an intriguing motion pattern. These cells exhibit

an apparently undirected, yet correlated, streaming behavior even in the absence

of directed expansion of the whole monolayer. This type of motion is clearly

different from both the uncorrelated diffusive activity of cell sorting experiments

as well as from the external chemotactic gradient-driven motility.
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Figure 27: Cell movement within a BAEC monolayer is visualized through cell

trajectories. (a): A velocity field snapshot is indicated by short trajectories, ob-

tained during 30 minutes. Cell centers are marked with black dots. Blue arrows

show groups of cells moving together in streams. (b): A phase-contrast image

detail with superimposed cell trajectories depicting movements during one hour.

Red-to-green colors indicate progressively later trajectory segments. Adjacent

BAEC streams moving in opposite directions are separated by white lines, vor-

tices are denoted by asterisks. [87]

In this chapter the statistical properties of the collective streaming motion

within endothelial cell monolayers is described and modeled.

4.1. Empirical findings

Movement patterns within endothelial cell monolayers were observed in cultures

of three different kinds of endothelial cells – bovine capillary (BCE), bovine aortic

(BAEC) and human umbilical cord vein (HUVEC) – on Matrigel- or fibronectin-

coated tissue culture plastic (see table 1 for details). Confluent cultures, under

conditions favorable for cell motility were recorded for 24 hours using an autom-

atized optical microscopy apparatus as described in section 2.1.. A representative

set of the resulting image sequences were analyzed by an automatic cell tracking

procedure (see section 2.3.). As trajectories in fig. 27 demonstrate, endothelial

cells form streams in monolayers: 5-20 cells move together in narrow, chain-like

groups. The monolayers contain vortices, and adjacent streams move in oppo-

site directions. The resulting shear lines separate cells with substantial velocity

differences.
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Cell type Substrate Cell density S [μm/h] τ [min] V(r) sample

[1000/cm2] size [cells]

BAEC Matrigel 80 33 ± 2 33 ± 3 1100

BCE Matrigel 40 13 ± 3 40 ± 10 500

HUVEC Matrigel 40 14 ± 2 112 ± 48 600

HUVEC Matrigel 20 14 ± 2 110 ± 50 500

HUVEC Fibronectin 70 14 ± 2 220 ± 170 1000

HUVEC T.C. plate 40 18.3± 0.3 49 ± 7 N.A.

Table 1: Cell types observed and analyzed in cultures on different substrates.

Cells were plated in high density, except for one control experiment. Trajectories

of cells were analyzed through displacement versus time function and motility

parameters (S: cell speed, τ : persistence time) were fitted, using Fürth’s formula

(eq. 2.6). The last column displays the number of cells used to construct the flow-

fields V(r).

To better understand this collective cell flow characteristic for endothelial

monolayers, below we calculate widely used and new statistical measures of indi-

vidual and group cell motion. These measures facilitate the comparison of various

experimental systems exhibiting streaming behavior, and are also needed to test

computational models aiming to explain the phenomenon.

Cell movement statistics

The motion of individual cells is evaluated in terms of average cell displacement

[19, 52], D, over a time period t as

D(t) =

√
〈(ri(t + t0) − ri(t0))

2〉i (4.1)

where ri(t) denotes the center of cell i at time t, 〈...〉i is an average over all pos-

sible cells, and t0 is an arbitrary reference frame of the image sequence analyzed.

The empirical D(t) curves indicate a persistent random walk behavior in endothe-

lial monolayer cultures, as the average displacements are well fitted by eq. 2.6.

The fitted parameter values, summarized in table 1, scatter considerably: by a fac-

tor of two (S) and five (τ ) depending on the cell line and substrate combination

used.
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Figure 28: Cell separation within the monolayers. (a): Average separation, D2(t),
of cells adjacent at an initial time t0 = 0. (b): Increase in separation from the

average cell size value D2(t0) versus the path length (time scaled by mean velocity

S). (c): Separation, D2(t), versus the average displacement of cells, D(t). The

blue line of slope
√

2 indicates an uncorrelated movement of cell pairs as derived

in eq. 4.4 Error bars indicate SEM. [87]

Another, longer-term property of collective flow is its ability to maintain ad-

jacency of cells. The amount of mixing within the monolayer is indicated by how

quickly initially adjacent cells separate from each other. Thus, the average dis-

tance between cell pairs that are adjacent in a reference time point t0 is calculated

for each time t as

D2(t) =
√

〈(ri(t) − rj(t))
2〉(i,j)∈Q (4.2)

where 〈...〉 denotes average over all cell pairs i and j that are neighbors at the

reference time t0 (the set Q).

As the average distances of 100 independent cell pairs reveal (fig. 28a), cells

approach and separate in a symmetric process, and the duration of their adhesion

(if any) is not resolved well in our analysis. The differences seen in fig. 28a

originate primarily from differences in cell speeds: when neighbor separation is

plotted against the path length (time scaled by average velocity S), the three data

sets collapse around the origin (fig. 28b).

Changes in cell-cell distance (D2) is compared to the mean cell displacements

(D) in fig. 28c. When the separation is large compared to the initial distance of
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the cell pair, eq. 4.2 can be approximated as

D2
2(t) ≈

〈[
(ri(t) − ri(t0)) − (rj(t) − rj(t0))

]2
〉

= 2D2(t) − 2 〈(ri(t) − ri(t0))(rj(t) − rj(t0))〉 (4.3)

where the averages are calculated over the cell pairs (i, j) ∈ Q. For independent

cell movements the last term in eq. 4.3 vanishes, leaving

D2(t) ≈
√

2D(t) (4.4)

Therefore, in fig. 28c the asymptotic linear relation between average cell displace-

ment and neighbor separation with a slope of
√

2 indicates a substantial mixing

and an uncorrelated long-term behavior within the monolayer.

Average flow fields

As cells of a monolayer constrain the possible movements in their vicinity, cor-

relation is expected in the motion of adjacent cells. In particular, immediately

in front of a moving cell, movement in the opposite direction (i.e., towards the

cell) is unsustainable and therefore expected to be rare. Unfortunately, there are

no established statistical descriptions of streaming cell motility. The co-moving

domains are local and randomly oriented within the whole cell culture, therefore,

the large-scale rotational symmetry of the system is retained and spatial autocor-

relation functions (see, for instance eq. 3 of Haga et al. [37]) depend only on the

magnitude and not on the direction of their argument. Thus, such functions are

not capable of describing the width and length of streams.

The average flow field around moving cells, V(r), is a measure sensitive to the

local cell movement pattern. For a given cellular velocity field this procedure as-

signs reference systems co-aligned with the movement of each cell, and averages

the velocity vectors observed at similar locations r. The vectors of V(r) diminish

in a hypothetical ensemble of statistically independent cells, as they are averages

of independent random vectors.

To calculate V(r), for each cell i at time t the whole configuration is rotated
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Figure 29: Stability of flow field calculations, in a high cell density HUVEC cul-

ture. (a): Average cell velocities during the recording (error bars indicate the

standard error of the mean). (b): Flow fields V(r), calculated from the first and

second five hours, are depicted in red and green, respectively. The parallel compo-

nent of V(r) along the parallel (c) and orthogonal (d) axes indicate the similarity

between the two flow fields. [87]

around ri so that vi, the velocity of cell i, is aligned to a reference direction

ϕ = 0 (fig. 10). The rotated displacement vectors are then binned according to a

two-dimensional lattice B. The procedure is repeated for every cell i and multiple

time points, and the bins are averaged resulting in a population- and time-averaged

displacement field V(r). The procedure is further detailed in the section 2.3.

The averages were calculated from at least 30 independent data values per grid

point, and the estimated SEM values are represented by a color code. The robust-

ness of this statistical measure is demonstrated by comparing the flow fields of

two consecutive time segments of culture recordings exhibiting similar behavior

(fig 29).

Fig. 30 shows representative flow fields obtained from cultures with various
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Figure 30: Monolayers of various endothelial cells exhibit similar flow fields on

both Matrigel and fibronectin substrates. The local spatial correlation of cell

movements were characterized by V(r), the average flow field that surrounds

moving cells. Arrows indicate velocities as one hour displacements, the green

arrow in the origin represents the average velocity of cells. For better visibility,

vector lengths are scaled by a factor of five. Cultures with sufficient density (a-d)

show streaming behavior, indicated by the similarity of average velocity vectors

obtained in front of and behind the moving cells. The co-movement drops rapidly

in the lateral direction, an indication of the local asymmetry of the streams. In

a subconfluent culture (e) the correlation structure is less pronounced. The color

code indicates the estimated relative SEM of the vectors: black corresponds to

zero, yellow indicates 1. A corresponding phase-contrast image of the cultures

are shown on the right. [87]
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Figure 31: Empirical flow field profiles along two orthogonal axes. For better

comparison of data presented in fig. 30, the parallel (Vx) component of the average

velocity vectors along the axes parallel (x, panel a) and perpendicular (y, panel b)

to the direction of motion are plotted. To reduce symbol overlap, individual data

sets are slightly shifted horizontally. [87]
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cell-ECM combinations and cell densities (see table 1 for culture parameters).

Thus, fig. 30 includes data from both high density monolayer cultures (panels

a-d) and a subconfluent, lower density culture as a comparison (panel e). For a

better comparison of the flow fields, in fig. 31 we present the parallel component

of V(r) along two orthogonal lines, one parallel (x axis) and one perpendicular

(y axis) to the direction of motion.

Flow fields derived from monolayer cultures reveal the presence of velocity

correlations exceeding a spatial range of 200 μm, much larger than the typical

cell diameter – the mean distance between adjacent cell centers – of 30-40 μm

(see fig. 28). Streaming behavior is indicated by the similarity of average velocity

vectors obtained within an elongated area surrounding the origin. In the lateral

direction, the average velocity drops quickly and in some cases reverses direction

(fig. 31) – an indication that streams are narrow and adjacent streams move in

opposite directions. Remarkably, very similar correlation structures are seen in all

three types of endothelial cell monolayer cultures investigated, irrespective of the

underlying extracellular matrix substratum used. In subconfluent cultures, where

fewer constraints are imposed by the behavior of adjacent cells, the correlated

(co-moving) area shrinks (fig. 30e).

Our statistical characterization of various endothelial cells revealed that mono-

layers move in locally anisotropic, 50-100 μm wide and 200-300 μm long streams.

The variety of cells is an indication that the mechanism responsible for this be-

havior might be a universal property of cell cultures. As no apparent correlation is

found in the position or direction of the forming streams, the phenomenon is most

probably an emerging collective behavior, and the explanation is in the behavior

of the individual cells.

Cell density clearly plays and important role, as in low density cell cultures,

cells in front of a moving cell tend to move in similar direction, but cell move-

ments in lateral directions are uncorrelated. Despite the presence of streams, cell

mixing is substantial in the monolayers: with a good approximation, movement

of adjacent cells can be considered as independent. Trajectory analysis revealed

that the persistence of the individual cell motion is substantial, cells perform per-

sistent random walks. Therefore, a minimal model explaining this behavior could

be self-propelled cells with volume exclusion.
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4.2. Self-propelled cellular Potts model

Active cell motion

Active cell motility involves cell polarity, a morphological, dynamical and bio-

chemical difference between the cell’s leading edge and tail [48, 49]. Thus, self-

propulsion is modeled by first assigning a cell polarity vector pk to each cell k.

In the CPM, the probability of those elementary conversion steps that advance the

cell center in the direction parallel to pk is increased as

w(a → b) = P
∑

k=σ(a),σ(b)

Δrk(a → b)pk

|pk| . (4.5)

Parameter P sets the magnitude of the bias and Δrk represents the displacement

of the center of cell k during the elementary step a → b.

The cell polarity vector is an attempt to represent the localization and mag-

nitude of the biochemical changes characterizing the leading edge of a migratory

cell. The unit vector rule in eq. 4.5 is supported by the ability of cells to sponta-

neously build up a polarization reacting to slight fluctuations of external cues [48].

A feedback mechanism in the cell regulatory network is a possible explanation of

this behavior [30]. Cell displacement in turn controls the changes in the polarity

vector in the model, as we assume that polarity is reinforced by locomotion and

weakened without it. The molecular mechanism for cell polarity reinforcement

by cell motility may involve either the stabilization of PIP3 accumulation by actin

polymerization [102, 83, 11], or the activation of Rac by microtubule dynamics

[104, 80]. Therefore, in each MCS the change in pk is

Δpk =
pk

T
+ Δrk, (4.6)

where T is the characteristic memory length, or persistence time of the polariza-

tion vector, and Δrk is the displacement of the center of cell k during the MCS

considered.

Rules set by eq. 4.5 and 4.6 together constitute a positive feedback loop. In

this model, steric constraints may result in co-migration of adjacent cells as the

retraction of one cell allows for the expansion of the other. The resulting expan-
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sion of cell bodies (like the actin polymerization process in real cells) therefore

can alter and synchronize cell polarity.

Model behavior

Model simulations with N = 1000 cells were performed in a 200 × 200 lattice

with closed boundary conditions. Typical parameter values used were α = 2

(surface energy of cell-cell contacts), λ = 1 (inverse compressibility) and P = 2,

T =5 MCS. Parameter β is irrelevant in monolayer simulations as no free cell

surfaces are present. After scaling by temperature, these parameters are within

the same range as those in previous studies [32, 58, 69, 3].

The spatial scale of the model is again easily determined by comparing the

empirical and simulated cell sizes. The target cell area was set to 50 lattice sites,

yielding a distance of about 7 sites between cell centers in the monolayer. This

compares to the experimentally observed 35 μm closest neighbor distance (see

fig 28c), calibrating one lattice site to 5 μm. The duration of a MCS is calibrated

by comparing empirical and simulated cell speeds (see below) resulting in one

MCS to correspond to one minute, a value similar to the ones used in other CPM

studies [58, 3].

Individual cells perform a persistent random walk Model simulations of sin-

gle cells were performed with Potts parameters β = 1 and λ = 1 (the parameter α

is irrelevant under these conditions). Fig. 32a reveals that in the absence of active

motility (P = 0) the average displacement D(t) grows with time t as

D(t, P = 0) ∼ √
t. (4.7)

Thus, as in the original CPM [76, 97], cell movement is diffusive for P = 0.

Large values of P result in unrealistic cell shapes and behavior as the effect of

the other constraining terms in expression 1.6 diminish. The active motility rules

set by eq. 4.5 and eq. 4.6 with 0 < P < 4 result in individual cells performing a

persistent random walk: as fig. 32a and c demonstrate, the average displacements

are well fitted by eq. 2.6 for D(t, P ) > 1.

Fig. 32b reveals, that the speed of active motion, S, is proportional to P in
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Figure 32: Motion statistics of individual, non-interacting cells in model simula-

tions. (a): Average displacement, D(t) versus time, t. Values of P are shown in

the key, β = 1, λ = 1, T = 5min. Gray solid lines are fits by the persistent ran-

dom walk formula (eq. 2.6) and a square-root function in case of P = 0. (b): The

speed S of directed motion is set by parameter P . (c): Average displacement ver-

sus time curves and the corresponding fits, obtained from simulations with various

polarization memory lengths. Values of T are shown in the key, β = 1, λ = 1,

P = 2. (d): The persistence time of the random walk behavior, τ , mostly depends

on parameter T through a non-linear relation, and to a lesser extent also on the

active motion parameter P . [87]
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Figure 33: Motion characteristics in monolayer simulations. A representative

parameter setting was chosen as P = 2, T = 5min, α = 2, β = 1 and λ = 1. (a):

Model cell trajectories from a 40 min long time interval reveal streams formed

by several cells (blue arrows). The inset shows trajectories from a 90 min long

interval, color-coded progressively from older to newer as red through green to

blue. A shear-line separating streams moving in opposite directions (black line)

and two vortices (asterisks) are indicated. (b): Average displacements of single,

unconstrained cells are greater than those in a monolayer. Persistence time and

cell speed in a monolayer fall from 40 to 30 minutes and from 55μm/h to 40μm/h,

respectively. [87]

the 0 < P < 4 range (parameter P is bounded by the connectivity constrains

of the model). Because of the positive feedback between directed cell motion

and maintenance of cell polarity in our model, the persistence time τ increases

strongly both with P and the duration of the memory, T (fig. 32d).

Streaming behavior in monolayer simulations Monolayer simulations exhibit

streaming similar to the experimentally observed, with shear lines and vortices

present (fig. 33a). Motion of individual cells within the monolayer is somewhat

hindered when compared to unconstrained cell motion, as the speed and persis-

tence time decrease by 20% (fig. 33b). In addition to qualitative similarity, the

calculation of flow fields allows a more rigorous comparison of model simula-

tions to empirical data (fig. 34, to be compared with figs. 30 and 31). Lateral
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Figure 34: Flow fields V(r) around a moving cell within a monolayer (a) and a

subconfluent culture (b) simulation. The corresponding parallel and perpendicular

velocity profiles are shown in panels (c) and (d), respectively. In low density cul-

tures correlations are reduced in the lateral direction. Cell density values specified

in the keys are normalized to confluent culture density (ρ = 1). Velocity vectors

represent one-hour-displacements, the green arrow indicates the average velocity

of the cells. As in fig. 30, the color code in panels a and b indicates the estimated

relative SEM, and the color scale represents the interval [0 : 1]. [87]
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correlations and back-flow are reduced when non-adherent cells are simulated at

lower cell densities (fig. 34b). At lower densities the average flow field still reveals

the ’steric’ repulsion of cells in the path of an actively moving cell.

Parameters Two new parameters, P and T , are introduced in addition to the

usual CPM parameters α, β and λ. In monolayer simulations there are no free

cell boundaries, therefore parameter β describing free cell surface energies is ir-

relevant. The model can also exhibit an ordered phase in which, responding to the

closed boundary conditions, all cells participate in a single, system-wide rotational

movement. This state is reached by increasing the memory duration T : increasing

T or P in the streaming regime, streams become wider and longer (fig. 35a,e-h).

Conversely, by decreasing either T or P , a diffusive state is recovered, where the

persistence length is smaller than the size of a cell. In this limit V(r) is well ap-

proximated by the flow field of an incompressible fluid around a moving disk: Vx

decays as x−2 and −y−2 along the x and y axes, respectively.

The D2 separation of adjacent cell pairs, when plotted against the mean cell

displacement D (fig. 35b and d), reveals the system-wide ordered flow, when cells

can cover large distances without changing their neighbors (D  D2/
√

2). In

the streaming regime the asymptotic relation described in eq. 4.4 holds indicating

uncorrelated motion within the monolayer.

Depending on the values of P and T , increasing α can result in a multitude of

changes. Reflecting its definition, a simulation with higher α values yields cells

with smoother boundaries (figs. 36b and d). In general, reducing the freedom

of cell boundary movement hinders cell intercalation, and thus movement within

a monolayer, as indicated by decreasing speeds with increasing α. However, if

self-propulsion is strong enough, the reduced intercalation can also yield wider

streams as demonstrated by figs. 36c,e and f.

The above defined self-propulsion model is thus capable of explaining most

experimental observations presented in section 4.1. Furthermore, the relatively

simple model structure allows a thorough mapping of the parameter space. Even

this simple representation yields individual cell speeds, persistence times in the

correct range as well as a collective behavior comparable with the observed stream-

ing. In particular, T = 5 minutes is a plausible value for the time needed to alter
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Figure 35: Self propulsion parameters P and T play a crucial role in defining

the collective behavior of the monolayer. Flow fields V(r) are shown for long

(a: T = 50min) and short (c: T = 1.25min) memory duration of cell polarity.

The remaining parameters are the same as in fig. 33. Flow fields are presented

as in fig. 34. The corresponding parallel and perpendicular velocity profiles are

shown in panels (e) and (f), respectively. Increasing T results in wider, longer and

faster streams. Similar, but less dramatic tendencies are seen when changing P
(panels g and h). For large enough T , the system organizes into a phase where

the correlation length is comparable to the system size. Movement within the

monolayer is diffusive in the streaming regime as the average neighbor separation

versus cell displacement curves (panels b and d) are consistent with the asymptotic

behavior of eq. 4.4, shown as the solid line. In the globally ordered (rotating)

regime cells move further without separating. The asterisk marks the parameter

values used in fig. 33. [87]
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Figure 36: Role of cell adhesion parameter α. Simulation results are compared

for α = 1 (panels a, b) and α = 4 (panels c, d). Self-propulsion is strong (P = 3),

while the remaining parameters are the same as in fig. 33. As the configura-

tions demonstrate (panels b, d), parameter α controls cell shape and cell boundary

smoothness. The V(r) flow fields (panels a, c) and their profiles along the parallel

(e) and perpendicular (f) axes reveal, the streams get wider with increasing α as

cells cannot easily intercalate. Flow fields are presented as in fig. 34. The insets

in panels (b) and (d) demonstrate cell trajectories, comparable with similar plots

in figs. 30 and 33. The asterisk marks the parameter values used in fig. 33. [87]
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cell polarity. With this value, it is possible to obtain cell speeds in the range of

20-40 μm/h within monolayers and 50 μm/h for individual cells. Our empirical

data show cell speeds between 10 and 30 μm/h for monolayers. A similarly close,

and independent agreement is obtained for the persistence times τ , at approxi-

mately one hour both in the model and in the experiments. The spatial structure

of streams is strongly anisotropic, being approximately 200-300 μm long and 100

μm wide in both the experiments and in the simulations.

4.3. Discussion

Motion of polarized cells in high density While correlated cell velocities and

streams in MDCK and HUVEC monolayers were recently reported [37, 101], their

dynamics remained largely unexplained. To obtain further empirical data to test

our model, we systematically investigated monolayer cultures of three different

endothelial cell lines. Our finding, that 5-20 cells move together in narrow, chain-

like groups, is in accord with previous reports. Because our cultures were grown

in a monolayer, our measured cell speeds and persistence times (S ≈ 10−30μm/h,

T ≈ 1h) somewhat differ from the values previously reported for individual en-

dothelial cells (S ≈ 40μm/h, T ≈ 3h [85]; S ≈ 50μm/h, T ≈ 0.6h [47]).

Models for collective cell movements Previous theoretical studies on cell move-

ment include a multi-particle model that was proposed to explain the collective mi-

gration of fish keratocytes [90]. In that study long-range ordered and disordered

states were reported, but no streaming behavior. The model included short range

repulsion and long-range attraction between the particles within a certain range

(not necessarily between neighbors), as well as self-propulsion and the alignment

of the propulsion direction towards the actual displacement of the particles.

Another theoretical study, which did not have the aim to describe cells, in-

vestigated a 2D system of self-propelled particles with short range repulsive and

intermediate range attractive interactions, as well as an alignment of the motion

direction to the local average [35]. In this model, the interaction was restricted

to Voronoi neighbors, but the velocity alignment rule probably prevented the de-

velopment of narrow streams. Although this study did not predict the particular
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streaming modes of collective cell sheet motility, it showed that such systems can

exhibit six phases: gas, fluid and solid phases both with and without long-range

ordered movement.

The model proposed here for streaming in cell monolayers is based on the

CPM, and includes a more plausible representation of cell polarity and active cell

motility than the rule variants involving direction alignment to the local average

direction of motion [100, 35, 4].

Beltman et al. [5] studied a very similar problem in a three dimensional lymph

node, where T cells were shown to organize into streams. The presented model

of a lymph node contains extracellular matrix fibers and more complicated as-

sumptions about cell motility – thus the resulting model complexity prohibited an

exhaustive analysis of model assumptions and parameters.

In this study the focus is on the collective cell behavior in a simple two di-

mensional environment, where the feedback between polarity and cell motion is

represented by a simpler and more transparent model. These simplifications allow

us to map the resulting model parameter space systematically, explain most of the

observed behavior and compare the model with experimental data using a variety

of quantitative and qualitative measures.

Positive feedback between polarity and cell motility The positive feedback

between cell polarity and cell displacement is also supported by careful analysis of

individual cell migration paths [79]. That study proposed a number of stochastic

models for cell center speeds, the simplest of these models being a generalization

of the OU process,

dv

dt
= av∗ − bv + σ(v)ξ (4.8)

and

dv∗

dt
= av − cv∗, (4.9)

where v is the cell speed, v∗ represents self-propulsion, ξ is an uncorrelated
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noise with a velocity-dependent variance σ(v), and a, b, c are parameters. In this

stochastic particle model, the update of the v∗ self-propulsion term is analogous

to our rule set in eq. 4.6.

A variant of the model was also investigated in which the actual elementary

step, and not the displacement of the center of mass, is compared with the polarity

vector as

w(a → b) = P
∑

k=σ(a),σ(b)

(b − a)pk

|pk| . (4.10)

Simulations using eq. 4.10 instead of eq. 4.5 also resulted in similar overall be-

havior. Thus, model behavior does not depend on the details how the feedback

between cell polarity and motility is represented.

A recent high-throughput study of the genes involved in endothelial sheet mi-

gration [101] identified clusters of genes that effect mostly either the active motile

activity of cells (analog to parameter P ), or a directional migration response into

an area stripped from cells (not included in the present model), or cell-cell coordi-

nation. Unfortunately, the PI3K/PTEN mechanism we considered here as a possi-

ble molecular feedback system capable of providing both persistent motility and

cell-cell coordination, was not tested directly in that study. Si-RNA knockdown

of the PTEN protein resulted in somewhat reduced cell velocities and cell-cell

coordination within the confluent sheet. This change is compatible with PTEN

playing a role in determining cell polarity in this experimental setting. However,

unpredicted by single cell studies performed in non-endothelial systems, loss of

the PTEN protein also resulted in a marked increase in sensitivity (enhanced di-

rectional migration) towards the denuded area. Thus, while a modular structure

of cell motility regulation, including cell polarity, was empirically supported, the

molecular machinery underlying coordinated cell movement remains an intrigu-

ing problem to study.

Even less molecular details are known about what drives changes in cell po-

larity in the absence of external cues such as chemoattractant gradients. However,

in a motile cell the polarization direction must change eventually. For instance,

when the advance of the leading process is impaired and the process collapses, a

new migration direction is selected and cell polarity is altered.
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Surface tension and intercellular adhesion Surface energy-like parameter β

of a three-dimensional cell aggregate has been shown to be proportional to the

cadherin density at the cell-matrix surface [25, 38]. Despite this evidence, it is

still surprising that the analogy between liquid droplets and cell aggregates is good

enough to describe the surface roughness of individual cells. Such a relation was

demonstrated, at least for the surface cells of tumor spheroids by Hegedüs et al.

[38]: the membrane of the outermost cells were found to be smoother when the

cadherin expression was higher.

It is less clear if a similar relation holds in two dimensions between cadherin

density and the surface energy-like parameter α, associated with cell-cell con-

tacts. If there is a similar correlation between the roughness of the cell-cell con-

tact surfaces and adhesion molecules, then the results presented in fig. 36 are also

consistent with recent findings, indicating that the correlation in cell movements is

reduced when VE-Cadherin, mediating intercellular adhesion between endothelial

cells, was silenced [101].
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5. Multicellular sprout formation

Sprouting, the collective movement of cell chains, is of great importance during

development and in certain diseases such as tumor growth [26, 60]. Observa-

tions of vasculogenesis in vivo indicated that early vascular network formation in-

cludes sprouting, the extension of linear segments containing multiple cells [77].

This process is markedly different from the gradual coarsening of an initially uni-

form density field, and its possible arrest, characteristic for colloid gels (see, for

instance Foffi et al. [21]). In vitro culture conditions yield sufficiently high reso-

lution to trace the motion of individual cells during the patterning process. Sprout

expansion involves cell motility guided by adjacent projections of other cells or

elongated multicellular structures.

Multicellular sprouting is often considered as a special case of sheet migration,

the expansion process of a monolayer into an empty area or “wound”. During

sheet migration cells at the boundary exert substantial traction forces [17] and

are thought to pull the passive bulk of the sheet forward [13]. Similarly, cells

participating in sprout formation are often divided into two subpopulations and the

process is explained as leader- or tip cells pulling a gliding bulk of passive, stalk

cells by means of cell-cell adhesion [26]. The assumption that the stalk population

is not participating in active cell motion is based on observations indicating that

these cells have few connections with the extracellular matrix (ECM) environment

[26], or lack filopodia [31].

The above view is, however, inconsistent with the widely accepted models of

cell-cell adhesion. In particular, cadherin-mediated cell-cell adhesion has been

repeatedly shown to be analogous to surface tension [23, 22, 7, 25, 38], and has

been modeled accordingly in theoretical studies [32, 42, 66]. Surface tension-

stabilized structures are, however, prone to the Plateau-Rayleigh instability: a

column of liquid with a circular cross-section should break up into drops if its

length exceeds its circumference [12, 41]. Due to this instability, as we demon-

strate below, a sprout pulled by a leader cell should also break up. Therefore,

multicellular sprouting cannot be fully accounted for by the presence of leader

cells and cell-cell adhesion alone. While stalk cells may be detached from the

matrix, their motion should not be entirely passive: an active cell-guided motility
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might be present, which invalidates the tissue-fluid analogy and the arguments for

the Plateau-Rayleigh instability do not apply.

In the previous sections, motility analysis of certain cell cultures indicated

that the elongated (stalk) cell surfaces are more attractive migration targets than

the surfaces of well-spread cells in the aggregate bulk. However, this mechanism

proved to be insufficient to adequately reproduce multicellular sprouting from a

reservoir of adherent cells, when investigated with computational simulations.

The movement of the sprout tip is not sufficiently persistent resulting in curved

branches, and the previously formed sprout bodies move sideways. Furthermore,

the speed of sprout expansion decreases over time.

In this section a cell-autonomous mechanism (i.e., a mechanism independent

of extracellular chemical or mechanical guidance fields) for multicellular sprout-

ing is explored that utilizes both the leader-cell concept and the preferential at-

tachment of cells to elongated neighbors, discussed previously.

5.1. Empirical findings

In experimental systems, where sprouting activity has been analyzed in detail,

active and passive cell states can be, indeed, distinguished based on the degree

of cellular motility. During the formation of the early vasculature in quail em-

bryos clusters of non-motile cells are maintained while highly motile multicellular

sprouts invade avascular areas [77, 10]. In mouse allantois explants rapidly mi-

grating sprout precursor cells appear within a cluster of cells lacking autonomous

motility [72]. In cultures of C6 cells linear branches contain highly motile cells

whereas cells remain non-motile in the well-spread, isotropic clusters (fig 13).

By analyzing published image sequences, in fig. 37 we demonstrate that the

speed of sprout expansion is constant in each of these cases. Furthermore, the

sprout is often surprisingly “fluid”: cells move with different velocities and thus

the order of cells within the sprout can be changed.
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Figure 37: Multicellular sprout expansion in three experimental systems. Panels

A, C and E show cell configurations at various time points. Panels B, D and F

show the corresponding kymograms: intensity profiles along the linear structure

for each frame recorded, therefore, in these plots moving objects appear as tilted

lines. Tip cells are marked with a caret (<), while an asterisk (*) denotes a cell

at the approximate position of the sprout base. The expansion of the sprout is

linear in time in all three systems. A,B: QH1-labeled endothelial cells (red) form

a vascular segment during vasculogenesis in a HH stage 7 quail embryo (data re-

analyzed from Czirok et al. [10]). Surrounding tissue movements are visualized by

changes in the ECM component Fibrillin-2 (green). The area shown in panel A co-

moves with the surrounding ECM. C,D: CD34-labeled cells of a mouse allantoic

explant (after Perryn et al. [72]). A cell moving from the middle of the sprout to

the tip is marked with a diamond. E,F: expansion of a two-cell-wide linear sprout

in cultures of C6 cells (data from fig. 13). The initial tip cell (marked ‘v’) is taken

over by a faster migrating cell (marked ‘<’). The latter cell slows down after

reaching the tip, and thus the overall sprout elongation speed remains unchanged.

[86]
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Figure 38: Cell polarity vector and an elementary step. In the elementary step de-

picted (blue arrow) the site index σ(a) at lattice site a is copied to site b, resulting

in the expansion of cell i = σ(a). The probability of the a → b step depends on

both its location and direction. According to eq. 4.5, the direction b − a is pro-

jected onto the normalized polarity vector of the cell, pi. Membrane fluctuations

at the front of the cell are increased by eq. 5.1 and are attenuated elsewhere. The

width of the leading edge is 2ψ radians, measured from the cell’s center of mass

(r, blue dot) and polarity vector direction pi. As the elementary step considered

is at site a, the angle between a − x and pσ(a) is φ. [86]

5.2. Self-propelled cellular Potts model with tip cells

Definition

The effect of the elementary step specific bias w in eq. 1.8 is now constructed as

the sum of three different effects, described as w1 + w2 + w3. The effects are:

(w1) cell polarization and the resulting persistent directional motility as in eq. 4.5,

(w2) a novel term, introducing non-uniform membrane dynamics along the cell

perimeter, and (w3) the preferred attachment to elongated cells as in eq. 3.8.

Cell polarity has an effect on the cellular shape changes as membrane dynam-

ics is more pronounced at the leading edge and inhibited at the sides and trailing

edge [49]. Thus, if ψ is the half-width of the leading edge, pσ(a) is the polarity

vector of cell σ(a) (which contains lattice site a, see fig. 38), we assume

w2(a → b) = Sσ(a)f(ψ − φ(pσ(a), a − rσ(a))). (5.1)

In eq. (5.1) Sk sets the magnitude of this effect for cell k, φ(u,v) denotes the

absolute value of the angle between the vectors u and v, and f(α) = 2Θ(α) − 1

is conveniently constructed using a Heaviside function Θ(α). Notice, that w2
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depends only on k = σ(a), the expanding cell.

Simulation results

Simulations were initiated from compact aggregates of 25-50 cells. The linear

system size, L = 300, was chosen as sufficiently large to allow sprout extension

without interaction with the boundaries.

The 8 parameters which describe the behavior of model cells are α (cost as-

sociated with cell-cell contacts), β (cost associated with free cell surfaces), λ

(cell stiffness parameter), P (self-propulsion activity), T (polarity vector memory

length), S (coupling between boundary activity and cell polarity), ψ (half-width

of the leading edge) and γ (preference for elongated cells). The first three of these

defines the basic CPM [32], P and T is a representation of active cell motility

analyzed in detail in the previous section. Parameters S and ψ correspond to the

specific cell behavior patterns modeled here.

Since the cell population to be modeled is homogeneous, the same set of pa-

rameter values are assigned to each cell. The only exception is the persistence

time, which is used to distinguish leader and passive cells: the polarization of pas-

sive cells is assumed to decay almost instantaneously (Tpassive = 1 MCS), while

the polarization is quite persistent in leader cells (Tleader = 500 MCS). Polariza-

tion, therefore, has no substantial effect on the motion of passive cells: they lack

directed motion and perform a random walk in the absence of cell-cell interac-

tions.

The stiffness parameter λ does not play a role in the sprouting processes con-

sidered here, therefore it is fixed at λ = 1. However, the surface energy-like

quantities α and β are important: their magnitudes set the flexibility of cell inter-

faces. As the chance for a spontaneous fluctuation (the creation of a one-lattice-

site bulge) at the free cell boundary is exp(−2β), we considered values in the

range 0 < β ≤ 6 and α ∈ {1, 2}, in accord with the literature [76, 2, 3].

Passive cell-cell adhesion alone is insufficient to maintain cell supply to ex-
panding sprouts To investigate the mechanism proposed in the literature – an

active tip cell pulling the passive bulk to form a sprout – only the active motion
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Figure 39: Leader cells are unable to sustain cell recruitment to the sprout from

the initial aggregate by cell-cell adhesion alone. In the simulations tip cells even-

tually detach from the sprouts – as shown in the insets – irrespective of surface

tension parameters. Green arrows mark the direction of sprout extension, black

arrows indicate time-sequence. The self-propulsion parameter P was set to yield

minimal sprout elongation speeds. Trajectory plots in each panel show cell center

movements along the sprout axis. A, B: low and high costs associated to free cell

boundaries (α = 2, β = 2, P = 2) and (α = 2, β = 6, P = 7), respectively.

Larger β values result in a thick initial bulge and longer sprout extension. Passive

cells retract after the sprout breaks – a process driven by the elastic energy accu-

mulated in the sprout. C: An increased cost associated to cell-cell boundaries (α)

results in smoother and shorter contact areas (α = 3, β = 2, P = 1). Due to the

reduced contact surface cell-cell connections break more easily. D: The number

of cells incorporated in the sprout at its maximal extent was determined for α = 1
and various values of the parameter β. All data points are an average obtained

from three independent runs, the errorbars represent standard deviations. [86]
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and the selective membrane fluctuation mechanism is used, the preferential adhe-

sion term is set to zero (w3 ≡ 0). Simulations were performed with leader and

passive cells for a wide range of the CPM parameters α and β; thus controlling

the flexibility of cell-cell and free cell boundaries, respectively (fig. 39).

The ability of a leader cell to pull a sprout depends on the interplay between

the surface tension of the aggregate, β, and the propulsion strength P . For large

enough β the increase in the perimeter of the area encompassed by the cell blocks

the forward movement of the sprout tip. On the other hand, if the propulsion

strength P is too large, the tip cell moves too fast for the passive cells to respond.

Thus, for each set of CPM parameter values we determined the lowest propulsion

strength Pmin that still leads to a (slow) sprout expansion.

In simulations performed with minimal sprout expansion speeds the leader cell

deforms the shape of the aggregate and pulls a few passive cells into the forming

sprout. Then, the sprout length is increased at the expense of its width – reminis-

cent to the reported dynamics of tracheal tube formation in fruit flies Montell [60].

However, after the sprout has sufficiently narrowed, cell-cell connections break:

passive cells are pulled back to the initial aggregate leaving the leader cell, and

possibly a few passive cells, in a separate cluster. As fig. 39d demonstrates, the

sprout at its maximal length contains 3-4 cells on average.

The maximum sprout length increases with β (the penalty associated with free

cell surfaces) and slightly decreases for increasing α. The decrease in α allows

for longer, more interdigitated and hence stable cell-cell contacts. Increasing the

surface tension of the cell clusters (β) yields more compact aggregates and thicker

sprout bases. When β < α/2, cells dissociate from the aggregate and diffuse

freely on the substrate.

The inability of surface tension to maintain a sprout can be discussed by sim-

ple geometrical arguments. Due to the similarity between cell-cell adhesion and

surface tension [22] we only need to compare cell perimeter lengths and their as-

sociated CPM “Hamiltonian”, u (see eq. 1.6), in a long sprout of width d and at a

surface of an aggregate (fig. 40). For simplicity we consider only rectangular cells

at their target area A, but the argument can be easily extended to more complex
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Figure 40: Comparison of cells in two configurations. A cell of width d within a

linear sprout (A) and a similar cell at the surface of an aggregate (B). Thick and

thin lines represent free and cell-cell boundaries, respectively. [86]

shapes. A cell located at the surface of an aggregate contributes

usurface(d) =
Aα

d
+ (α/2 + β)d (5.2)

to the CPM Hamiltonian, as borders between cells are accounted for twice. Since

a cell at the surface can adjust its width to minimize u, its contribution becomes

usurface =
√

2Aα(α + 2β). (5.3)

In contrast, the width of a cell in a sprout is set by the sprout thickness, and the

corresponding contribution to u is

usprout(d) =
2Aβ

d
+ αd. (5.4)

If β > α/2, it is easy to show that for arbitrary d:

usprout(d) ≥ 2
√

2Aαβ > usurface. (5.5)

Thus, a cell always prefers to be at the surface of an aggregate, rather than in a

sprout – which blocks surface-tension driven cell recruitment at the sprout base.
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Figure 41: Spontaneous sprouting without leader cells. A: time-course of sprout

growth. Several elongated cells form a several cell-diameter long, transient sprout

(α = 2, β = 1, P = 4, γ = 5). The lifetime of the sprout is ≈15 hours. B:

cell movements in the sprout shown in panel A are depicted as trajectories. C: the

surface energy of free cell boundaries (β) is a key determinant of sprout shape.

High values of β keep the cells together in the initial aggregate. Lowering β
increases cell surface fluctuations and cells can break away from the aggregate

more frequently (α = 2, P = 4, γ = 5). [86]
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Spontaneous sprout formation in a model with preferential attachment to
elongated cells Previously we showed that sprouts could be stabilized by pref-

erential attraction to elongated cells (see for instance fig. 20 or fig. 22). As w3 �= 0,

the dynamics of the whole system is not a surface tension-driven relaxation pro-

cess towards equilibrium. However, the motion of a single cell in a given environ-

ment is still governed by effective surface energies. The lower effective surface

energy (α) values associated with contacts on elongated cells in the sprout de-

creases expression 5.4, therefore, the preferential attraction to elongated cells can

offset the penalty for long free boundaries, and thus invalidate the instability con-

dition in eq. 5.5.

In similar systems, without leader cells, but with wi �= 0 for i = {1, 2, 3}, ran-

dom fluctuations in cellular motility can initiate spontaneous sprouts by displacing

a cell from the aggregate (fig. 41). Since the displaced cell continues to attach to

the aggregate, it assumes an elongated shape which attracts additional cells into

the sprout. This spontaneous sprouting process - without specialized leader cells

- is heavily influenced by the strength of surface tension β. If the surface tension

is low, free cell surfaces fluctuate more and it is easier for the cells to leave the

aggregate. Thus, the unrealistic jagged appearance of cell surfaces is related to the

possibility that such sprouts can develop. Furthermore, irrespective of the surface

tension strength, long sprouts cannot be maintained without the tip’s attachment

to another group of cells. The jagged sprout surfaces and their limited lifetime,

however, does not match the experimentally observed structures and dynamics

shown in fig. 37.

Leader cells and preferential attraction The unrealistic cell shape and sprout

behavior that emerge from the simulations shown in fig. 41 are partially the con-

sequences of ignoring some basic properties of cell motility, such as localized

protrusion activity in the front of the cells or directional persistence of cell motil-

ity. Furthermore, the motile state of cells in the sprout is clearly different from

those in the aggregate, thus it is reasonable to include leader and passive cells in

the model.

Simulations with leader cells (P = 4, T = 500MCS), preferential attraction

to elongated cells (γ = 3) and localization of membrane protrusions to the leading
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Figure 42: Leader cell initiated sprouting behavior in a system with preferential

attraction to elongated cells. A: typical time-course of sprout growth: the leader

is slightly elongated, thus it pulls passive cells from the initial aggregate. The

passive cells become elongated as well and attract further cells into the growing

sprout. With sufficient supply of cells, the expansion can continue for an extended

time period (α = 2, β = 2, P = 4, T = 500MCS, γ = 3, S = 2, ψ = 0.1). B:

cell trajectories along the sprout direction reveal cells entering the sprout as well

as changes in cell order due to differential motion in the sprout. C: persistence

time of polarity defines sprout shape and length, through the polarity persistence

parameter T . When the leader cell is more persistent, longer and straighter sprouts

form. [86]
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Figure 43: The effect of restricting elementary steps (membrane fluctuations) to

the leading edge. A: for S = 4, ψ = 0.1, P = 4, motile cells are elongated (inset)

which contributes to the sprouting process (α = 2, β = 2). B: as a comparison,

for S = 0 and P = 4 the disk-shaped cells recruit cells less efficiently resulting

in slower elongation of the sprout (α = 2, β = 2). C: the shape change of non-

interacting leader-type cells is characterized by their anisotropy θ. [86]

edge (S = 2, ψ = 0.1) yield sprouting dynamics comparable to that of experimen-

tal results (fig. 42). Thus, leader cells are able to leave the initial aggregate, then

form and maintain an expanding sprout by recruiting passive cells at the sprout

base. The shape of the sprout as well as its expansion speed is determined by the

persistence time of the leader cell. In particular, faster expansion increases cell

elongation, which helps to recruit additional cells at the sprout base.

The effect of localizing the elementary steps to the leading edge is demon-

strated in fig. 43. For S > 0, spin conversions at the leading edge are accepted

more frequently. As a consequence, cells become elongated in the direction of

their movement which enhances the recruitment of cells to the sprout.
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5.3. Discussion

Sprouting is a collective cellular phenomenon exhibited by several types of tissue

cells: avian vasculogenesis [77] and drosophila trachea formation [60] represent

two well-studied examples during embryonic development. Collective chain mi-

gration is also ubiquitous during tumor invasion [26], as well as in cell cultures

(both 3D [27] and 2D). Cell-cell contacts also seem to play a role in neural crest

cell migration [91]. Thus, empirical evidence suggest that multicellular sprout

formation is a general ability of a wide variety of tissue cells.

Tip and stalk cells

In sprouting experiments two subpopulations of cells is distinguished based on

their motility properties and extracellular contacts: tip cells at the front of the

sprouts and stalk cells constituting the sprout body [31, 43]. Tip cells connect to

the environment with several filopodia and are thought to pull the trailing cells

forward, whereas stalk cells lack filopodia and their attachment to the substrate

is diminished [31, 26]. The mechanism of the tip cell selection is not yet clear,

but might involve filopodia growth inhibition through the Delta-Notch signaling

pathway: upon contact with the tip cell, the followers are inhibited and thus cannot

grow filopodia to become a leader-type cell [6].

The inability of the stalk cells to produce structures needed for well estab-

lished motion might be interpreted by the lack of cell polarization stability: to

produce filopodia, actin polymerization has to be maintained for an extended time

in the direction of cell polarity. If, however the polarity changes with a high fre-

quency, there isn’t enough time to complete the processes needed for sustained

migration. Using this hypothesis, tip and stalk cells are distinguished based on

their persistence time of cell polarity. The lack of empirical data, however, makes

it difficult to directly measure the motion persistence of the specialized tip and

stalk population.

Sprouting in silico

Sprouts in the model presented here are (i) able to recruit cells from the base, and

(ii) are linear structures (iii) with a steady expansion speed. Furthermore, (iv) the
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order of cells in the sprout is dynamic, cells can mix. Two main assumptions were

made to achieve this behavior: (i) a special, persistently moving tip cell is present

in the population and (ii) cells exhibit a preferential adhesion to elongated cells.

The duration of cell polarity in leader cells, T ≈ 6h is long, however individual

endothelial cells can exhibit a persistence time of several hours in low cell density

culture [85].

Although cells may change their order in the stalk, in the current implementa-

tion of the model the role of the tip cell cannot be transferred or changed. Extend-

ing the model to contain a mechanism for the selection of tip cells would enable

the investigation of this problem.

Sprouting without a leader

In previous sections, the model of network formation through preferential attach-

ment produced sprouts in both the CPM and particle model formulation. Cells

in these models behave as stalk cells, as they have little or no persistence of mo-

tion, which could explain the unrealistic growth profile, showing a decreasing

speed and limited length. To better compare the models with and without tip cells,

sprouting was investigated in the persistent CPM as well, where no tip cells were

nominated. The sprouts resulting from a homogeneous population of stalk cells

proved to be short lived and limited in size, similar to the previously observed,

non-persistent CPM. In both cases the frequency and length of the spontaneous

sprouts depends on the surface tension parameters.

Sprout-guidance is essential for sustained sprouts

Sprout elongation is likely to involve active cellular motility guided by cell-cell

contacts, and cell surfaces in the sprout must be more attractive than surfaces of

well-spread cells in the aggregate bulk. Here the preferential attachment hypoth-

esis is utilized that take advantage of the elongated shape of stalk cells right after

incorporation into the sprout. However, an alternative mechanism to distinguish

sprout cell surfaces might also be the altered composition of cell surface-attached

ECM fibers [27].

Passive cells, however, are unable to maintain sprouts, due to the coarsening
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resulted by the effective surface tension. Based on the well-studied tissue-fluid

analogy [23, 22, 7, 25, 38] passive cells attached by cadherins resemble fluid

droplets and as such, they are not capable of maintaining a continuous column

of liquid and break up into droplets. This behavior is also demonstrated with the

self-propelled cellular Potts model (introduced in section 4.2.).

Other, widely considered sprout-guidance mechanisms involve chemotaxis

[58, 2, 59, 3] or mechanotaxis probing the ECM environment [64, 62, 54, 78]. The

latter, mechanistic model of vasculogeneis, assumes that cells exert mechanical

stress on the underlying substrate, and the resulting strain guides cellular motility.

Lateral migration of cells can also be limited by ECM fragments [27], ECM-

bound guidance cues such as VEGF isoforms or semaphorins [39]. Cadherin-

independent cell-cell adhesions, such as tight junctions are also expected to be-

have differently from the liquid droplet models, in which the relative movement

between adjacent cell bodies is irrelevant as long as the size of their contact sur-

face is preserved. The integration of these cellular mechanisms into a mechanistic

model of sprout elongation, however, remains an exciting goal.
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6. Summary

The self-organization of independent units into a non-trivial pattern or complex

is a major phenomenon throughout developmental biology, from the sub-cellular

level to tissues. In this study the formation of a multicellular structure is discussed,

that eventually gives rise to the vascular network: the primary vascular plexus in

warm-blooded animals.

In section 3., formation of multicellular linear segments and networks of var-

ious cell types are presented. We hypothesize that the mechanism behind this

process is a preferential attachment to elongated cells. Analysis shows that close

contact with elongated structures enhances motility. A cellular model is proposed

in which cells (i) are adhesive, (ii) maintain a fixed size and (iii) have a preference

to adhere to elongated neighbors. Simulations with a particle model and a cellular

Potts model both predict a quasi stationary state in which network-like patterns

similar to the experiments are produced, as revealed by the local anisotropy and

structure factor of cell configurations. The characteristic pattern size in the mod-

els depend only slightly on the cell density above the percolation threshold, which

is in good agreement with experimental findings.

Cells in this model perform a random walk and therefore sprout growth is de-

creasing in time. In section 4. a polarization mechanism is suggested for motile

cells: polarization is maintained by successive displacements and diminished oth-

erwise. In turn, cell movement in the direction of polarization is enhanced, creat-

ing a feed-back loop between the two systems. This formulation reproduces the

collective streaming motion of endothelial cells in a monolayer, as well as the

motion of individual cells.

In section 5. the concept of a leader cell is introduced to better describe sprout-

ing. We hypothesize that leader cells differ from other cells solely in their motion

persistence. We show that maintenance of long sprouts is not possible in the

widely accepted view of sprouting which describes the process as the actively

moving leader cell dragging the passively gliding followers. Cells with preferen-

tial adhesion and a persistent leader are, however, producing realistic sprouts and

therefore represent a new model for vasculogenesis.
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7. Összefoglalás

A fejlődésbiológiában fontos szerepet játszik az önszervező mintázatképződés a

sejt alatti mérettartományoktól egészen a szöveti és az egész szervezetre kiterjedő

méretekig. Jelen dolgozatban a sejt és a szövetek méretskálája között kapcsola-

tot teremtő ilyen önszerveződést vizsgálunk: a melegvérű élőlényekben létrejövő

elsődleges érhálózat kialakulását.

A 3. fejezetben több sejttı́pus sejtlánc- és hálózatképzését mutatjuk be. Fel-

tevésünk szerint ezen viselkedés egy lehetséges magyarázata a sejtek preferenciális

adhéziója elnyúlt szomszédaikhoz. Az anizotrópia hatása a sejtmotilitásra kı́-

sérleteinkben is kimutatható. A hipotézist egy sejt-szintű modell segı́tségével

vizsgáltuk, melyben a sejtek (i) adhezı́vek, (ii) véges térfogatot tartanak fenn,

valamint (iii) szomszédaikhoz azok anizotrópiájával arányos mértékben vonzódnak.

A modellt egy részecske- és egy sejt-szintű Potts modellel szimuláltuk. A szi-

mulációk során létrejövő kvázi-stacioner mintázatok, azok kialakulása, továbbá

sűrűség-függése is a kı́sérleti megfigyelésekkel jó egyezést mutatnak, amint azt a

konfigurációk struktúrfaktora és lokális anizotrópiája is mutatja.

A modellben létrejövő sejtláncok növekedése, a kı́sérletileg megfigyelt állandó

sebességgel szemben, idővel lelassul, ami a szimulált sejtek diffúzı́v mozgásával

magyarázható. A 4. fejezetben egy új önhajtási mechanizmust javasolunk, mely-

ben a sejt polarizációját a sejtmozgás gerjeszti és stabilizálja, mozdulatlanság

esetén azonban exponenciálisan lecseng. A polarizáció irányában történő elmoz-

dulást jutalmazzuk, ı́gy a polarizáció és a sejtmozgás egy pozitı́van visszacsatolt

rendszert alkot. A modell hűen adja vissza úgy az egyedi sejtek mozgását, mint

az összefüggő sejtrétegekben megfigyelt áramlástereket.

A nyúlványképzés pontosabb leı́rása végett az 5. fejezetben bevezetjük a vezér-

sejt koncepcióját: feltételezzük, hogy a vezér-sejt csupán mozgásának perzisz-

tenciájában különbözik a többi sejttől. Megmutatjuk, hogy az általánosan elfo-

gadott kép, miszerint a vezér-sejt pusztán a sejt-sejt adhézió segı́tségével húzza

maga után passzı́v követőit, nem képes elegendően hosszú és stabil nyúlványokat

létrehozni. A preferenciális adhézióval rendelkező sejtek azonban a létrejövő

nyúlványok időfejlődését és stabilitását is helyesen adják vissza, ı́gy az általunk

javasolt modell az érhálózatképzés egy merőben új magyarázatát adhatja.
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